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AN INTERVENTION PILOT PROGRAM WAS DEVELOPED TO PROVIDE

DISADVANTAGED INFANTS WITH STIMULATING EXPERIENCES TO HLEP

THEM ACHIEVE HIGHER LEVELS OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT THAN

.NIGHT NORMALLY BE EXPECTED IN CHILDREN FROM DEPRIVED HOMES.

FIFTEEN DISADVANTAGED WOMEN TRAINED AS "PARENT EDUCATORS"

WENT INTO .100 HOMES ONCE A WEEK FOR 40 WEEKS AND TAUGHT

,MOTHERS A SERIES OF PERCEPTUAL, MOTOR, AUDITORY, TACTILE, AND

KINESTNETIC EXERCISES WHICH THE MOTHER WAS TO INTRODUCE TO

HER INFANT. IT WAS ALSO HOPED THAT PARTICIPATION IN THE

' PROJECT WOULD INCREASE THE MOTHER'S FEELINGS OF- COMPETENCE

AND SELFWORTH. THE EXPERIMENTAL INFANTS WERE TESTED AT 6

,,HONTHS ON DIFFERENT DEVELOPMENTAL TESTS AS WERE 25 INFANTS IN

A MATCHED CONTROL GROUP. A SECOND CONTROL GROUP OF 25 INFANTS

WAS TESTED AS THEY REACHED 1 YEAR OF AGE. RESULTS OF THE

_GROUPS WERE COMPARED TO MEASURE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE

INTERVENTION PROGRAM. ,IN MOST INSTANCES, THE. EXPERIMENTAL

GROUP SHOWED CREATER DEVELOPMENT SUGGESTING THE VALUE OF

EARLY STIMULATION FOR THE CULTURALLY DISADVANTAGED. PARENT

EDUCATORS EXHIBITED DELFGROWTH AND RESPONSIBLY FILLED THEIR

ASSIGNMENTS. MEASUREMENT OF THE MOTHERS' FEELINGS PROVED TO

BE A DIFFICULT ,TASK, WITH MEASURES STILL BEING DEVELOPED,

--CONTINUED RESEARCH IS BE/NO DONE ON AN EXPANDED PARENT

XDUCAT/ON.PROJECT NOW IN OPERATION. MS)
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PROMO

It has been demonstrated that t4prived environmental situations,

either in institutions or disadvantaged homes, lead to decrease in

mental functioning. Further, it has been hypothesized that early

experience is the most critical time for the tievelopment of intellectual

structure. Just as psychiatry has indicated the role of early family

experience in personality development, recent psychological theory

and research indicate the critical role of eArly family experience in

intellectual development. Research in the Soviet Union and in the

Kubbutzia have demonstrated institutional models for the

provision of early care which have implications for intellectual

development. Research by Wayne Dennis in imbenese orphanages has

indicated that perceptual motor stimulation on a one.;hour-a-week

basis in infancy leads to the recovery of potential in such children..

There is, however, a paucity of data to indicate just how much

and what types of help are effective in aiding growth and development.

Sloames organization of data suggests the worthehileness of the effort;

Puget and Runt provide the theoretical rationslo; the empirical o'3pport

la still lacking. Nevertheless, it seems feasible that selected

experiences can be used with infants and toddlfrl to influence and

modify their development.

In-the American society the Soviet and Israeli models are not

necessarily acceptable. With the American emphasis on family life,

what is needed is an approach to deprived infants which maintains the

family structure and yet provides everien4es lesdIng to the develop -

sent of intellectual structure and adequate personality*

'" " T , .,. -. :*



We see the home as the learning center. The problem is that the

mother, in culturally disadvantaged homes, is ill-equipped to

supply the type of stimulation that seems to be needed. Further,

the home itoelf lacks the didactic materials that may serve as auto-

instructional and practice devices for children. Such a simple

object as a cradle gym, for example, is usually lacking.

In the deprived homes of north central Florida, where this project

was carried on, there is usually more than one child below school age.

Thus, educating the mother to provide stimulating experiences for

the infant should have side effects upon the terming and development

of other children in the hose.

The purpose of this project vas to investigate a way in which early

intervention into fte lives of babies might break the deprivation cycle.

The project attempted to simultaneously raise the chances that the infant

would reach a higher level of intellectual functioning and that

the adult who mothered him would gain in competence and feelings of

self-worth.

To achieve this purpose, the technique of using disadvantaged

womeu to teach mothers how to stimulate their infants was developed.

The task was to place a person in a home to work with and educate

the mother. It is obvious that current staff levels of well-trained

child psychologists and lot-school teachers cannot possibly cope with

such an endeavor. We created a new role, "parent educator." the

belie problem was to recruit, select and place people in this new

role. Since it was important that they be acceptable to these mothers

and able to communicate, recruitment was from lower class high school



graduates in the geographical region. It was believed that these

people, with intensive training, could serve to educate mothers to

carry out the kind of early stimulation now deemed useful. In turn,

it was hoped that this would create new employment possibilities for

these julkent sds-atAms if it mgrs demo,strated that such a program

led to improved development. The problem may be summarized in

several questions:

1. Can parent educators be recruited, selected, trained, and

placed in the homes?

2G Will they be accepted by mothers and be able to sustain a

longterm relationship?

3. Will this influence the cognitive development of the child?

4. Can the results be disseminated so that a new role is

created and a new program advanced?

This report contains our efforts and findings to date in

relation to the above questions.

Planning and Organisation

The program was located at the University of Vlorid4 and initially

involVed three counties: Alachua, :Amy, and Dixie Countiemt Florida.

The first planning session involved working with the Obstetrics' and

upecology lope:town* of the College of Ksdioine and the Obstetrical

**rsing Department of the School of Nursing, both responsible for

activities on the obstetrics ward of the 4hands aching Hospital,

Procedures were developed for initial screening of babies at delivery
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by the obstetrician and the obstetric nurse in charge, and for

notification of our project personnel of babies felt to be qualified

to be in the sample (see description of sample, page 17).

Procedures were developed with the adm:nistrator of the Teaching

Hospital and the hospitc! librarian for identifying the financial

stems of the family to be sure that they fit the criterion of

"culturally disadvantaged." Since the hospital employed an "ability

to pay" code, those mothers who fell into certain coding categories

were deemed to lit the criterion. Thus, the Teaching Hospital personnel

served to scram babies on the basis of finances and health. In parti-

cular, Dr. Harry Prystowsky Chairman of the Obstetrics and Gynecology

Department was instrumental in securing the cooperation of Teaching

Ebspital personnel.

meeting was held with the Public Health officers and nurses

representing the three counties to inform thorn of our plans, to be

sure that services would not be duplicated, and to elicit their

support and acceptance of the program. The Public Health people

made several suggestions about ways we might approach the families,

and further agreed to indicate for us people that they felt might

be able to be employed as our parent educators. In turn, the

educational boundaries of the project were clarified and a plan

devised so that Public Health personnel would be notified when our

people discovered illness in the family requiring their services.

A third meeting was held with the Department of Clinical

Psychology of the College of Health Related Services to explain

the service and research dicta and to elicit thete oomminto as well
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as to encourage then to participate in the work. As an outgrowth of

this meeting, the half-tine graduate assistant (Mr. Larry Bilker) who

rez responsible for some of the statistical and measurement activities

was recruited. Be was completing his doctoral program in child

clin2cal psychology and joined the project. Dr. Mary McCaulley,

the psychologist assigned to the Obstetrics Department, agreed

to assist in training the parent educators in interview techniques

and in handling some of the relationships on the Obstetrics ward.

The basic question of the development of activites to be used

by the parent educators with the mothers was also dealt with during

the planning phase which began on June 15, 1960. Prior to submission

of the proposal, the literature had been researched to locate possible

ideas and frameworks for the organization *1 activities, but a more

careful search of the literature was begun on June 13 by Miss Virginia

Harrell, a clinical child psychologist, under the direction of the

principal investigator. By the end of August, the initial series of

activities had been fairly well organized and sequenced (sae Appendix

A). Recruitment of parent educators began toward the end of August,

1956, and Kiss Carol Simmdshawj Assistant Professor of Pediatric Nursing,

took major responsibility for this activity. The nucleus of the staff

had been formed (Miss Merrell, Mr. Bilker, NU» Bradshaw, Kr. Lally

and Dr. Gordon). The staff tried to develop a set of criteria for

selection of parent educators and weighed such questions as age,

Marital status, experience with babies, intellectual capacity, per-

sonality, reading end writing skill, and so forth. It was not

clear that the major criteria shouid harp been and the ones

4



basically used were: experience with babies, ability to communicate

verbally in an interview, ability to comprehend a short written

description of the project, and an expressed interest in the

basic aim of the work. The major recruiting technique was word

of south. Head Start personnel, the one Negro school psychologist,

Miss Susie May White), Negro ministers, Salvation Army people,

Public Health nurses were all informed about our needs. The Florida

State ]deployment Service not only provided interview space and its

record keeping facilities but also engaged in recruitment. Approxi-

mately 75 women were interviewed. The staff selected the original 15

people, 12 Negro and 3 white, to be trained and used as parent educators.

Table 1 presents some background information on the parent educators.

We also secured some additional information from their references

so that we could better understand and work with them rather than as

material to be used in the selection process itself. Since these data

are confidential, they are not included in this report. They do indi-

cate, however, that basically the parent educators had such previous

job experience as hairdressers, domestic workers, Head Start workers.

CEO work-study program employment, and that their husbands were basically

engaged in unskilled and semi-skilled occupations. Although the fact

of high school graduation set the Negro parent educator to some degree

apart from her expected clientele, the general work background and

living conditions resembled those ce the mothers with whom we expected

her to work. The white parent educators were less well *dusted, older

and with generally more work experience. Recruitment of white personn1

was a good deal more difficult with far fear applicants and thus,

far less *holm.
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Training Program for the Parent Educators

8

Intensive Phase

The initial training phase consisted of a fivemweek intensive

training program conducted by an interdisciplinary teem drawn from

education, child psychology, social "fork, and nursing (See Table 2),

The focus was the exploration of ways of working with mothers so

that a mother would understand: (1) how to work with her Infant

and toddler, (2) why it was important for such activities to be

provided and (3) why it was imperative that the mother provide

these activities herself rather than depending on the Parent

Educator to teach her child for her.

V. believed it was necessary to insure that the trainee realised

that her opinions, ideas, and attitudes were important to the success

of the program. Each part of training, whether lecture, large group

discussion, small group discussion, role playing, field trips to

homes and hospital wards, interview training, observation practice,

or work with dolls and/or babies and mothers was based on this funds*

wental Walcott Wo believe,' tttis attitude of open twoftwsy communi-

cation was essential bet, for the prospective Parent Educator and

the training staff,

Ve bellefed that the traimees should be treated as professionals

and Mold responsible for dittnert areas covered during the training

period. 'therefore,, they we nalther coddled nor checked upon contin-

uously. fey responded to this treatment and enjoyed the respons1.0

bilit1 given to them. This attitude has continued through to field work

with the result that home visits are thought of as a professional
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10
responsibility rather than as just a job.

Each day uf training period (beginning September 5, 1905) was

filled with problem-solving act;vity. The topics discussed were

problems of basic concern to both staff and trainees, *lousily derived

from questions by the trainees dvving a role plsy.ng session or some

other practice exercise,

The most effective training procedures were operations as *lose to

reality as possible. Lectures were brief and usually served as explana-

tory beginnings of activity exercises, Motion pictures were used for

trining in objectivity of observttion. The ability to show a scene

over again and again had obvious advantages for this type of training,

We found role playing situations most useful to teach the series mat-

erivls, interview techniques, and observation Fractices. The use of

stvaAge (to the trainers) mothers and babies to act as subjects was of

great help because it approached the real life situation more closely,

It was during these role playing sessions that we discovered many of

the hazards which would have to be overcome, Some of them were:

(1) living and working conditions that seemed to prohibit productive

training of infants, (2) special safety considerations in these homes,

such as splintered floors, broken glass in the yard, undesirable animals

present, (0 superstitim and voo-doo beliefs that were in direct conflict

to our purposes, for example, the beliefs that a precocious Child

dies early, and that it is dangerous for a child to look in a mirror

before his first birthday,

As training progressed; the trainees became more critical of their

own and other trainees' skills. They were by far their hardest judges.

For the most part, criticism was constructive and helped raise the level
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of trainee competence. Awareness of personality fau;ra and habits

Which might block effective functioning were brought to light in group

dynamics type sessions. Time sessions enabled tralaaea a tralaora to

see the roles they played in discussion groups. Ito increased awareness

of an individual's impact on the total group helped to mak* training.

sessions run smoother and enabled more people to voice their ideas.

The bulk of the time spent in training was used to make all members

oi the team comfortable with and knowledgeable of all the exercises to

be presented to the mother. Our aim was a complete understanding And

functional knowledge of the series materials so that any question aked

by the mother could be answered easily. This would also enable the

Parent Educator to spend her time in the bone rotating to the her

and obssnini the situation without worrying about her win grasp of

the material, The following order of activities wore pursued:

1. Each series of exercises explained and reasons were given
for use,

2. Discussion sessions'held Tai-Aii all initial problems were

*roma out.

3. Demonstration of the exercises with a doll.

4. Practice with dolls by trainees in small groups. This
usually brought more problems to light along with ideas for
more efficient ways for presentation.

5. Discussion of the practice sessions.

6. Work with babies.

74, Final discussion session to Clarify the new methods and
means of presentation of the exercises which bad evolved from
the original thoughts, through practice, to their new form.

By the end of the intensive period, each Parent Educator knew every

exercise to be used, the reasons for its selection as part of the series*
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what it would do for the baby, and coat important of all, how to teach

mothers to teach their Children the different exercises without Ion -

*lying the idea that the mother was being "taught at" or that shoe

didn't know how to take care of her baby..

During the last week of training the trainee, were sent to the

Ponds Teaching Hospital to conduct initial interviews with new mothers.

Immediately after the interview, thf: traiwe reported to a small group

of fellow trainees in one of the conference rooms in the hospital.

Mese groups were used to relax the trainees before and after their

initial contacts with the mothers.

Field work started gradually. Each training staff member was

assigned three trainees, now called Parent Educators, to supervise. For

the first week of fiald work the Parent Educator was in the field in the

morning and consulted with her sAsigned supervisor in the afternoon.

These consultations dealt with questions by the Parent Sduoator about

problems. Supervisors did not give solutions to the problems, but explored

with the Parent Educator different ways of attack. Role reversal situa-

tions were used in which the Parent Educator tried to put herself in

the shoes of the mother she had just eisited. Intensive training term-

inated with a Parent Educator and supervisor visit to e.t.a cosigned home.

This visit was used as a final aid in observation techniques (ache super-

visor and Parent Educator filling out forms together) and as a means by

which the supervisor could get better acquainted with his Parent Edu-

cator's mothers.

In-Service Phase

Each Friday was set aside for in-service training. Individual con-

forenoon womb held, specific problsmodiscussed and brought to solution.
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Study in pertinent rubject areas (child development, interperstattl rola".

times, disadvantaged families and related community functions) me

pursued in large groups, small groups and by individuals. Visits wero

made to related projects, day care centers, nurseries, pre-sOhoolo

and the like. There were guest lectures from staff members of similar

studies at different universities. Consultants were used to help

with particular problem', ranging from a sore scientific means of

observing speech patterns t4 way a mother can find financial aid

for her crippled child. Some of the consultants wore:

1. Dr. 2,A, Ringwa 11 from the State University of New York at
Buffalo, mho aided as by helping make our exercises and
falsprosch more sensitive to language learning in young
children.

2. Mrs. Pearl Drane, Associate Director of Cam, Jackson,
Mississippi, who assisted us in getting our parents in-
volved in our program*

3. Dr. Donald 3. Stedman of Duke University, Durham,
who helped us in research design and in series waterloo..

46 Dr. Judith Phillips of Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn.,
who aided us in our home visitation program and control of
contamination problems.

5. Mrs. Kitty Morosoff, a local VISTA worker, who lent us
her insights into the problems of poverty.

6. Mrs. Glenn Roffman of the Bell Nursery School, who con-
tributed her expertise to aid us in our understanding of
children. (A local Nursery School)

7, Mrs. Leveda Drown of the Florida Department of Public
Welfare, who gave us a better understanding of the rights
of individuals to public welfare.

S. Dr. Madelyn Nafoglis of Community Action ia Alachua County,
*wind* us aware of whet was already being dose for the
people of our community.

9. Mrs. Florets* Marshall of the County Health Department,
who left us with mud* needed information about Public
Health rules and services.



10. $1411. Gladys Wyman of the Crippled Children's Commissions
whose description of the services of the Commleslca led
to the assistance of t lelf cur children.

Way of the Friday sessions aro spent in ex plenation and disA.

cussion of new research materials to be used. Since the Parent

Sducators have been in the field, no fewer than eight such tools

ve been created and administered (see Appendisii)..

Bequests by the Parent Wm:store for work in areas that were of

interest were also considered and carried out. Some of these were:

1. Building * vocabulary of words essential to the .protect so
that it is easier to speak to groups than called upon to do me.

2. Recording discussion topics and use these tapes to help
clarify ideas.

30 Sling interesting articles from magazines and/or papers
ooncerning early childhood and discuss them with the group.

4. Compiling r. short statement in everyday language of the
aims end goals of the project.

5. Lecturing to interested groups by different Parent
Educators on subjects related to the projects (Moro of a
chance for public speaking.)

6s. Testing the racial awareness of children at six months
of age and publishing the findings.

Motion pictures were found to be effective when selected

with a speeific purpose in mind and discussed during or after their

showing., The following list may be an std to future projects similar

in purpose to ours:

Portrait ot a Di... sadv.....int atilt.. Modern Talking Picture
Service, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia. Film # 9016.

o. imalsowft 0.41: mwe em.4..4.m, ilfreAmm.ft
sammwera Piatium Gintrctoo,

Inc., Atlanta, Georgia. Film # 9021.

3. Children Without. Modern Talking Picture Service,. Inc.,
"---"W".""inta,Georgia. Film # 9015.



4,A Pa.., Baden Talking Picture Service,
Innis Atlanta, Cisorgia. Film IOU.

S. Cata.....14.1..t'srd to Bluer In. yilteorn9r1ting Picture Service, Inc.,
Atlents Georg..,

0. Pelmour St, Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc., Atleata,
Georgia, lila $013.

7. Vassar Collate ifurs Bobool, Modern Talking Picture Bervioe,
Inc" Atlanta, Georg *.

8, An b Mental Health Film Board and State of nidsigen
Wt. of Mental Beeltb. Black and %bite. Bawd, 33
minutes running tine. 16 IR 1951.

t Childrsn's emotions. McGraw-Bill book Company. Black and white.
Bound. 22 minutes running time. 16 am. 1950,

10. Children's 'UT. Wray-Bill Book Company, Black sad 'obits.
Bound, 27 minutes running time. 16 am. 1956.

11, Common fallacies anon. MoBraw-11111 Book
Company. Black and whit*. Hound, 15 minutes running
time. 16 an, 1957,

12. !Jew.. dinerences. SoOraw-11111 Book
ConlanY. Black and "1".4ite, Sound. 13 minutes running
tins, 16 sta. 1957,

13, From so. oWx to noisy nine. MoOram-Hill Book Coven).
Rack and *bite. Bound, 21 minutes running time.
16 mu 1954.

14. trating fours and MsOraw-11111 Book
ComPanY. Slack ilbito Sound. 22 minutes running
tine. 14; moo,. 1952.

15, Loart,.....tiliscrimination and skills. 4loOres-11111 Book Company.

Black and Waits,. Bound,. 10 minutes running time. 16 say
1956,

16.. Learning to understand children,. Book Company.
a Black and *it., Sound,. 2 reels. 44 minutes total
17, running time,. 16 am. 1947.

16. MoOrew-Bill Book Comparay. Black and *its.
Sound. 32 minutes running time.. 10 mm.. 1948. (Mental
itechentass series, Part 3).



Parents are people too. Ilearaw-Bill Book Company* Black
white. Sound. 15 minutes running time. 16 ma. 195:4

0. Picture in your mind. ilcOrasuBill Book Company. Color.
Sound. 16 minutes mains time. 16 am.

Through animated osubolism, this film traces the
background and growth of racial prejudice.

21 Preface to a life. Waited World. Black and *bite* Sound.
29 minutes running time. 16 us. 1950.

Influence parents have on a child's developing per-
sonality is shown.

224 Torrr'itirmgat....twothrees. McGraw -Hill Book
Company. Black and Witt*. Sound. 20 minutes
running time. 16 um. 1950.

Film presents a close 03taaination of the growing
years between two and four.



THE wren EDUCATIOel ACTIVITIES

Sample

Table 3 presents the birth pattern. It will be noted that a

saatantial number of these babies did not arrive at their first birth-

day by the termination of tha grant from the Foundation. However,

subsequent financing frmatho Department of Health?, Education and

Welfare allows us to continue (see Appendix A). We had originally been

planning to work in Alachua Levy and Dixie counties but the birth

pattern of the Teaching Hospital did not oonform to any such neit

geographical boundary. Table 4 indicates the actual distribution of

the total population and Figure 1, a map of Ploridal indicates the

geographical rage. The :Wares es Table 3 reprastnt the Emilios

still on the project as of October 23* 1967,

Mothers and their infants were identified :v the Birth of the

latter by the Obstetrics staff at the Teaching Hospital of the J.

Miller Health Center of the University of Florida. The criteria for

Wootton* in addition to the economic code on the hospital admission

form, were: single birth, no breach or Caesarian delivery, no oomph.'

cation: to mother as infant, no evidence of mental retardation, and no

evidence of mother's mental illness.

Assignment to experimental or control groups was based on

randomisation of geographic area to avoid contestation, Towns and

their surrounding areas were randomly assigned as experimental or

control towns then they were randomly assigned as Negro or

taucasian towns. A given town became experimental for one race

and control for the other. Gainesville, which has a relatively



TABLE 3

Birth Pattern, Pregnancy, and Cumulative Frequency

1986 1967
Groups June July Aug. Sept Cct Nov Dec Jan 'Mal

exp. freq. 8 16 20

cum. 8 24 44

6 4

8 12

control #2 freq. 4 6 6

cum. 4 10 16

20

64

20

84

22

106

24 20

130 150 150

2 2 4 6

14 16 20 26

2 4 4 4

18 22 26 30 30



TABLE 4

Number of Familes by County

-.=41%.*:110.111ftiftamai... '..1.44.w...rol

19

County exp. Control #1 etutrol #2

Alachua 131 14 8

Baker

Bradford 1 6 6

Clay

Cetmebia 2 5

Dixie 3

Gilchrist

Levy 13

Marion 3 2

Putnam 1

Taylor

Union 2

150

NOININIMie" eiNIMPONINI

ss 30



Figure 1
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TABLE 5

Present Population tatter attrition)

October 23, 1967

Experimental: 90

Control # 1: 21

Control # 2: 30

21
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large population, contains control and experimental subjects of the

same race but in different areas (they are separated by at least

four blocks). Thus, the risk of contamination was minimized.

Presentation to Mothers

The parent educators held interviews at the hospital with the

mothers of babies who were born between October 15, 1966, and

January 31, 1967. For those babies born before October 15, the six-

svek visit was the first contact, These interviews were designed to

explain the program and gain the mothers' assent to visit the home. For

those who were interviewed at the hospital, a second visit was

made to the home at the six -reek time. These mothers who wet*

willing signed permission forms representing informed consent in

keeping with National Institute of Health procedures. Instructional

visits were begun on or about the time the infant was three months old.

Half the control population (Cl) were also contacted and invited

to participate in a program for helping the University learn how babies

grow. They were informed that they would be visited about once a

month and that some testing of the baby's development would be made

periodically. The remainder of the control population (C2) was not

solicited for active participation until the baby reached his 12th

month birthday, at which time a parent educator visited the family

and invited the mother to bring the baby in for testing.

Intervention Procedures: Series Material

The stimulation materials, developed into a booklet, became the

basic training manual for the mothers. The series material was
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designed to provide a basic guide for parent educators to follow in

working with mothers in the home.

The basic project orientation represents an extension of Piagetian

theory* Our belief is that ths provision of experiences which require

adaptation through accomodation will lead to modification of develop-

ment and greater cognitive organization than what might be expected

from purely "natural" or "spontaneous" growing-up in a culturally-

deprived environment. The development of intellectual structure and

soli-ortaal are functions of organism- environment transaction. Manipu-

lation of the environment offers a way to modify development. Therefore,

we selected or devised exercises which we assumed went beyond the

evaluation of status and involved the introduction of instruction and

experience.

We used extensively Uzgiris and Hunt (1966) in the compilation of

the four series of exercises for stimulation of infants during the

first year of life. We included only those tasks we deemed simplest to

carry out and evaluate. Ws eliminated those requiring a sophisticated

observer to assess accurately infant responses to the stimuli, because

neither our parent educators nor the mothers would be able to determine

"success." In addition, we selected only such tasks in which either no

material objects were necessary or where such objects could be feand in

culturally disadvantaged homes, easily made or procured. The normative

work of Gesell, Catteil and Myley were also used to:clarify the order

of presentation of stimuli and to provide some of the stimulation tasks.

A survey of available Soviet literature also provided some instruc-

tional tasks.
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We faced an apparent inconsistency between the theoretical .position

that instruction precedes development (Vygotsky, 1992), that function

modifies structure, md the reliance on age-graded developmental novas

as guides for task placement. Although the developmental norms often

suggest an essentially maturational orientation, our view's. that

they represented, in conjunction with the Uzgiris and Runt seals, the

best data available for creation and placement of tasks and experiences.

When a sufficient number of activities were gleaned from the

various sources, they were grouped into four series so that each infant

might be occupied appropriately for about two months with each series.

The materials were so organized that each item or exercise was intro-

duced to the infant before the behavior should occur according to the

norms of Bayley, Gesell, and Cattell. For instance, according to Cattel,

the average baby can grasp a string at 7 months, co a string was

introduced and the baby is encouraged to grasp it before the 7 months

series.

Norms of motor development (Gesell and Armatruda, 1941) led to

the following series arrangement which is being maintained; in

series I, the infant is essentially prone or supine most of the time.

In series II, the beginning of propped sitting ono= *bleb allows

for attention to an increased number of stimuli. In merles III, the

baby sits alone, perhaps leaning forward for support on his hands.

In series IV, the baby begins to creep about.

The vocal imitation progression was from Uzgiris and Bunt i1906)

with Gesell (1940 taken into consideration. The verbal stimulation

exercises involve a change in speaking habits of the mother. We
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felt, and our experience this past year has supported our impressions,

that verbal stimulation would be Q4 important phase of improving

the mother...child transaction. The basic theoretical position

abla guided selection of activites is a synthesis of Bernstein

(1060) and the wiriest work of Bus et. al (1965) in which

they stated that the language of the base structures the thought

processes, and in turn, the behavior of the child, and the basic

Mot typo tatk no..21Les.: tor.: di to lima to labeling, categorising,

classifying behavior as the youngster grew. We assumed that stimulation

exercises could play a role in modifying maternal language behavior in

The mother-infant transactional situation. We included instructions

to call the baby by name end to describe object!, because it is in the

area of descriptive adjectives and abstract torus that vocabularies

are likely to be inferior. to some degree, the verbal elements im

these series were the most crucial in our thinking. Auditory, tactile,

visual, and kinesthetic inputs were provided in such a way that the

infant received information through more than one channel at a time.

We felt that the use of verbal cues accompanying other taskm would

play a vital role in language development. The data (No WNW 6 )

Indicate that the verbal tree is the most deficient. On the basis

of our first six months of field work, we modified the series imstrue-

tione to Include more sperilific verbal cues for both mother and child.

Accoarravibi this report is the revised booklet. In the v.:sults =-

tient we will discuss changes between the original and revised

series materials.



Istommaticarrocedurea: Thys

The homes of our mothers and infants were often lacking ift any

materials 'flea sight delight and stimulate the child during all ttose

long hours When he was left to his own amusement. Even such simplg

objectz as rattles were often missing in these homes. We recognized

early that no set of exercises in and of themselves, no matter how

well executed by parent educator and mother, would be sufficient to

overcome the lack of other sources of stimulation in the home. It

Should not be inferred that these homes were completely barren. Very

often, particularly in the. city aim, television or radio was available

and often on during the day. However, the partiwisr mass medic

are not necessarily sources of stimulation to the Infant. Se cannot

hold them close in view nor can he manipulate them or understand the

verbal content just existing in the air. To partly overcome the deficit,

part of the training program included teaching the mothers how to

make simple toys and mobiles from objects readily at hand or very

inexpensive to attain. Once the mother saw the object or learned

how to make them, evidences of their use were subsequently seen by

the parent educators. Included in the revised booklet are Beta of

instructions for the construction of such simple toys.

Intervention Procedures: magazines

Since the amount of reading material in these homes was virtually

non-existent, subscriptions to Life and Ebony were purchased by the pro-

ject so that the parent educator could carry a magazine into each

home. Cur pimposes were threefold: first, it would simply be a small

reinforcement to the mother for her peActicipation. This riinforeemant
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was purposely kept small so that it would not constitute a bribe nor

be of sufficient value to keep a mother in the project just for its

extrinsic worth, We hoped the project would be intrinsically valuable

and that the major reinforcement would be the satisfaction of the

mother in relating to her infant and seeing the child make progress.

The second purpose was to introduce picture and reading material so

that these might become sources of stimulation to the mother and to the

child. Later exercises in the series, for example, make use of maga-

sine pictures in labeling and identification. The third purpoigo

particularly through the use of Ebony was to enable the Negro

mothers to see en image or model of successful Negro adults, We

felt that the dynamics of identification and role modeling could be

facilitated through such a device. The parent educators report that

the mothers look forward to reception of the magazines. They are

read by the older siblings as well as the adults in the home. They

are used by the mothers to show pictures to the infant.

Intervention Procedures: Instructional Strategies

Our plan was that each parent educator would visit each mother

at least one hour a week. The hour would be spent in working with the

mother and teaching the mother activities to do with her infant.

Along with this the parent educator would emphasize that these

materials were not a rigid course of study atd the mother would be

taught to recognize the cues given by the infant that he had been

satiated. The basic early technique was to use a doll. A parent

educator would demonstrate on a doll and encourage the mother to copy

her behavior. The doll was later dropped as too artificial and confusing.
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At the first visit (3 months) the parent educator assessed what the

child could do on the first series. The initial plan was then to intro-

duce the child to two tasks that he was unable to do *nd to act* the

following week on his perfr,rmance. he succeeded in the tasks, the

mother would then be taught two new activities.

In practice, this proved too rigid a schedule. The parent

educator was encouraged to work with the mother in ways which fit

the style of each, but to continue to move the mother along series

by series. IA practice, the once-a-week schedule could not always

be followed. Very often QOM than one visit had to be made ted the home

to find the mother in, because appointments were not understood.

Illness, and the veAriety of daily problems faced by our mothers

often led to the loss of instructional time.

One of the concepts taught was that these activities were not

lessons and that specific times of the day should not be allocated by

the mother to "teaching" the child. We attempted to convey the concept

that these were activities which could be engaged in at any time of the

day when it seemed that both mother and child were relaxed enough to

endey the transactivi. This was not an easy concept for the mothers.

Their days were extremely busy and they did not always see time

for just engaging; in these exercises.

Other Activities

A primary concern was to give the mothers a sense of involve-

ment and participation. We felt that small group meetings might be

a worthwhile approach since many of these families are far out in

the rural area and quite isolated. It was our hope that they would



see themselves sore related to the project if they had social and

informal gatherings with other. mothers. We gads several efforts in

this direction in the Gainesville area and in some of the mall towns

(Williston,- Hawthorne). Some of the mothers became involved in various

ONOwtype projects in the region, but we were not successful in

creating continuous groups connected to our project. They were not

abler to take over the program-planning and organisation even with

help, as we bad hoped. Attendance was small, and we finally abandoned

the effort.
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The first question we asked ourselves was: can parent educators be

recruited, selected, trained and placed in the homes? The answer to

this question is quite clear, yes. Of the original 15 parent educators

employed in August, 1960, 13 are still on the staff at this time.

One white parent educator and one Negro parent educator were asked to

resign although for quite different reasons, The white parent edu"

**tor was escentially a middle class person with a heavy nursing

background. She was neither able to operate in a nonauthoritarian

fashion with her mothers nor was she able to relate in an egalitarian

fashion with the other parent educators. She developed a series of

symptoms, missed a number of meetings, and finally left the project
on March 31, 1967, One Negro parent educator had a background of

difficulty and was unable to accept the high degree of organization

and personal responsibility required by the 1iroject. Although

a variety a efforts were made to aid her including individual

consultation, it was felt that she could not fulfill the role and
left on April 30, 1967,

The simple answer, "yes," does not convey the variety of ways in

ditch the parent educators grew throughout the year. Evidences were

noted early in the training period, These wore people with practically

no experience in clerical types of tasks, yet the pro3ect involved a

oonsiderabla amount of careful record keeping, Errors and lack of

understanding were very frequent in the training and early field
times. Errors still exist, but they are now well within the bounds
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of control. Not only did the mothers have little sense of clock time,

but the parent educators as well were not necassarily oriented to the

notion of appointments and schedules based upon clock time. Now they

can all maintain individual diaries, schedule appointments, be respon-

sible for being places at the expected time. They have developed a

qUiet sense of pride in their skill.

The change in their language and concepts, although not neatly

visible for statistical treatment, are quite clear to vialtors to the

project and to all the people concerned. Not only have the parent

educators become more verbal as they have worked closely together, but

also they have taken over and modeled on the behavior of the university

graduate students and faculty. This is not a surface imitation;

their language structure and use of words shows that they understand such

concepts as stimulation, motivation, and the like. Part of this has

been accomplished through the intensive training and weekly in-service

sessions, part through the weekly conferences with supervisors and

part simply through the continued interaction with various personnel.

They have now reached the point where they are quite capable of suggesting

hypotheses and designing their own investigations. One parent edacator

is currently conducting a survey concerning mothers' perceptions

of when children become *ware of race. Another group of parent edu-

cators are designing an experiment to attempt to measure racial

awareness in infants. Their ideas and insights have been invaluable

tools cud helps throughout the course of the project in the construc-

tion of the various measurement techniques. A major question which

can be raised is whether this training process hiss moved them farther
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away from the mothers whom they serve, and thus in effect, destroyed

one ad the original ideas for their employment. We have no answer for

this question.

The second question was whether a relationship between the

parent educator and the mother could be sustained over time. Would

the mother continue to wticipate in the project? No incentives

were given to the parent to participate other than that the child

might benefit. Continued participation was to some decree contingent

upon the mothers' uaderstanding and acceptance of a future gain for the

Child which was not observable 1* the early stages of our program.

Mothers now say that they can see that the child is developing more

rapidly than previous children. The statistics in Table 4 and Table 5

indicate some of the story. By no means did this project hold all

mothers throughout the possible time. We expected attrition. We

had to guidf,posts as to what the extent of attrition might be, nor did

we have any cLear ideas as to what were all the factors that might

Influence attrition rate. Obviously, families move, particularly

families in these circumstances. A study of attrition between July 1

and September 30, 1966, indicates that two-thirds of the attrition

during this period was due to moving from the area of the project.

We asked each parent educator to spend an hour or so tape recording

what Or'y felt to be the problems that mothers face in staying in the

pv.", gmt and the problems that they faced in working with the mothers.

36A0 of thew, statements are presented below,

When I first contacted this mother, she told me she was .

very interested in the project. But her husband objects. I

eUpted working with tide woman, but pretty soon there was
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always some kind of excuse. She kept we running back to the
house every day in the week trying to find her. I found out
that she was home when I'd come to visit but wouldn't answer
the door. But this still didn't stop as from going back and
contacting her. I (von went at night and this was when I
found oat that she was working, and it was her husband who
didn't really want me to come around. After she got ofi! work
in the afternoon she would go to her husband's granftother's
home until he got off work in the evening. So I suggested
that I come by the grandmother's home in the afternoon when
she got off work to work with her and her baby. But she
said this wouldet be possible. What I'm trying to say, is
that I think it's the father who is objecting to my working
with her and the baby. She really has no choice but to do
as her husband wants. The father has been in some trouble
lately and I heard the mother moved out of town, but I don't
believe she has. I just can't seem to be able to contact her.
I elm explained to the father one night why I thought this
was so important for th!* baby, but it didn't ring any bell
with him.

*********114444*#*

Some of tho difficulties that mothers run into that make
it difficult for them to participate in the project are friends
or people that tell, them they don't see any sense in this project.
Again, they're not interested. They talk it over with their
husbands and dy4ids it's a bench of nonsense. Some of the mothers
feel that OA Ixercises are going to take up a lot of time, end
the baby is going to enjoy this and want to do this all the time,
and they don't have the time to spare.

*04******4041****#

A lot of them have troubles with their husbands. Some of them
have to work and some of them haw to take care of younger Chil-
dren, and some of them just like to be on the go all the time --
never to be home. So I guess this is the reason that it makes it
hard for them to be in the project. And then what do the mother*
mean when they say that they don't have time? Well, a lot of
them simply aren't interested and they don't want to take the ties
for this. They donut really care about their baby or anything,
or rather they don't believe in our oroject -- that we can do so
many things, that we can help them to learn to do so many things
for their baby in an educations& way, Same of the mothers are,
rather, just lazy and they feel like we look just at their

homes or something -- I don't know. They don't like tzi clean their
house and when we get there, they're embarassed about the fact
that their house isn't clean and their other children aren't
aken csre of. I think we should it down and explain to this

more thoroughly what this really does mean to their infant



because it really is hard to have some of these mothers thoroughly

understand it. Sometimes you have to tell them four or five

times before you get it over to them. I had one mother that

I worked with for a month and she still couldn't get the meaning

of it. So after a month I beta to sit do va with her and Blain
to her again the importance of this project and what it cieUi5 do

for hor baby. So she finally did get the meaning of this and now

she has done fairly well with her baby who is a pretty smart infant.

These statements reflect the difficult life circumstances of the

families with whom we are working. In some cases it is clear that

rather than being seen as a help, the Parent Education Project was

perceived ac one additional source of pressure. Some of the reports

by parent educators indicate that the program violated to some degree

the norms of the culture. Mothers stopped working with us because

they were ridiculed by another family member for talking to children

when it was obvious tho babies could not talk back (Additional

statements indicating both progzes and difficulty are in Appendix B).

Measures of Infant Performance

In spite of the difficulties, over 100 mothers of the original

/50 stayed with the project a minimum of S :months so that it became

possible to compare the performance of those babies at their 6 month

birthday with control group no. 1 which had simply been visited

periodically by a nurse. As of October 12, 43 experimental and 24

control babies have been tested at the 12 month point on the Griffiths

Scale of Development Jiich serves as our standardized instrument for

making such comparisons, and 38 experimental and 12 control on the 12

month series. Tables 8, 7, and 8 present the data. They allow us

to answer our third question at least partially at this time. That

is, do the children benefit from such a program?
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TABLE 6. Proportions of Success on Series Items
at Sixth Months Tests

Experimental (N.1104)

Series I
Item 1 49

2 102
3 100

4 97
5 97
6 95
7 /2

Series II
Item 1 19

2 40
3 24
4 84
5 87
6 54
7 78

Series III
Item 1 11

2 44
3 6
4 28
5 22
6 17
7 19

Corstrol (1441)

P n P Z

.47 10 .48 -.081

.98 21 1.00 -.65

.96 21 1.00 -.93

.93 20 .95 -.34

.93 19 .90 .40

.91 18 .86 .70

.69 6 .29 3045***

.18 4 .19 -.11

.38 8 .38 0

.23 12 .57 -3.1414

.81 13 .62 1.91

.84 20 .95 -1.32

.52 14 .67 -P1:26

.75 17 .81 .58

.11 2 .10 .13

.42 12 .57 -1.26

.06 0 0 1.15

.27 1 .115 2.15*

.21 2 .10 1.18

.16 0 0 1.97*

.18 2 .10 .90

RONIVIOWII~SMICII11111111111.=1111.

*P= .05
** P = .01

*** P s.001

-11110010-lageownw

taw-tailed test
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TAME 7. Proportions of Successes on Series Items (12 months)

Experimental (N = 38) control (N = 12)

ni n2 P n1 n2 P Z

37

e1111111401111.

Series V
Item 1 38 28 .74 12 1 .50 1.01

2 38 24 .63 12 10 .83 -1.30
3 17 13 035 12 4 .33 .11
4 38 26 .68 12 5 .42 1,67
5 37 19 .51 12 3 .25 1.60
6 3? 9 024 12 4 .33 -.61
7 38 21 .55 12 5 .42 .82
8 37 15 .41 12 1 .08 2.0e3

Series VI
Item 1 37 3 .08 12 0 0 1.01

2 37 1 .03 12 0 0 .57a,
3 31 6 .19 12 8 .67 -2.97"r
4 37 11 .30 12 0 0 2014"
5 37 18 .49 12 4 .33 .93
6 37 14 .38 12 4 .33 #28
7 36 7 .19 12 3 .25 -.41'aa
8 34 6 .16 12 0 0 2.704""

Series VII
Item 1 34 14 .41 12 1 .08 2.08"

2 34 7 .21 12 3. .08 e96
3 35 2 .06 12 0 0 .85
4 32 1 .03 12 0 0 .62
5 35 1 .03 12 2 .17 -1.69
6 31 0 0 12 0 0 0
7 33 9 .27 12 2 .17 .73
8 33 26 .7S 12 9 .15 .27

Series VIII
Item 1 33 0 0 12 1 .08 -1.67

2 33 5 .15 12 1 .08 .59
3 32 0 0 12 0 0 0
4 33 0 0 12 0 0 0
5 31 0 0 12 0 0 0
6 31 0 0 12 0 0 0
7 31 10 .32 12 1. .08 1,61
8 28 3 .11 n 0 0 1.18

esiersor

Ni = number of babies who were tested on item. Not always equal to N.
N2 = number of babies successful on item
op al .05

**11 = .01

two-tailed test

_
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TABLE 8, Griffiths Scales of Development (12 months)

..wwwwWMM/1.m.g./...wimpI/WfONWFM

Scale Experimental (N=43) Control (N=24)

1 SD 7 SD t
Total IQ

Locomotor Q

tya-Nand Q

Personal-Oocial Q

Performance Q

Rearing-Speech Q

111,0 10,6 107,0 11,3 1,3*

118,7 19,6 116.4 17,5 .46

112,8 1200 106.2 11.9 2,11***

112,3 23,2 109.6 18,0 .32

110.2 14.0 110,0 168 .05

102.8 20,8 9400 3.3.7 1,83**

= .10 05
ecp = .05 > .025

*OPP = *023 > ,01
one-tailed test
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Weible 0 isdientes several interesting finding', and Itgure.4

presents the same data in another form. It is clear ;yet verbal

exercises show the deficit we woold elect in thiA popubt100, av-

ower, the effects of the program are noticeable in series 3, shore

again we would expect the most difference. From Plagetian the017,

;he teaks on which the experimental babies are superior relate to

complex combination of schema and to object permanence. We would

place a portion of the experimmetal babies in Viaget's sub-stage 4,

able to use familiar scheme in now situation as a means team end.

According to Kept, this would usually occur between 6442 months.

twee gains reflect a maximum of 12 hours of instruction of the

mothers, with direct training in series 3 tasks probably limited to

on or two sessions with the mothers. Ali,hough the curve does not

resemble a straight tine, indicating that items within a series vary

in difficulty, the generul trend between series indicates increasing

order of difficulty.

On the basis of these data (from even more preliminary analyses

on smaller maples) some items were re-assigned, an4 the smowlt cf

direct verbal cues to the mother increased.

Table 7, oa 12 r4atha series data, is a proltaisary cali Way

babies have not reached the 12msenth mark, or could not be tested at

the exact time because of illness, etc. A more complete picture will

L available in February, 1960. evertheless, there are *were

interesting trends. One trend is the perhaps cumulative effect of

the program. A sign test applied to the six month measurement

indicates no overall difference in directicn. On 20 items, 10

favored the experimental. The sans technique applied to the 12 month
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measurement indicates that of the 33 items on which there were

differences, 22 favored the experimental. The probability of such

a percentage being due to chance Is less than 6 per cent.

The particular differences are noteworthy. It V68 requires

the child to get an object, previously named, upon request. Item VI-4

is essentially the same, except the object is at a ,,greater distance

and has not just been named for the child. Item V1-8 is a precursor

to conservation of liquids, and again requires the child to respond

to a verbal request and execute an action. Item VII-1 is a variation

of the shell game, in which the child has to locate a hidden toy under

a can. This relates to object permanence. What is especially interest-

ing is that these are difficult tasks for a 12 month old, and 4nly

one control baby could do three of these, while at least thirty

Per cent (18% for VI-8) of the experimental babies were successful.

The one task which favored the control babies (VI-3) is non-verbal.

It requires the child to play with two types of objects, and somehow

indicate a recognition of grouping. As in the case of the 6 months

measurer the items on which control babies tend to do better are the

earlier, less difficult items; those on which the experimental do better

are the later, more complex ones.

The data support the initial hypothesis that stimulation pays off.

One can raiz, the obvious question concerning the use of the

training task as the sum* measure for estimating differences between

trained and untrained grove. The Griffiths Scale was used to provide

an independent means of assessment. Table 8 pr sents the data, The

experimental babies are ahead on two of the sub-scales and overall

score, The pattern (high locomotor, low speech-hearing) is the
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expected one for disadvantaged groups. The items on the Griffith are

distinct from the items on the series, so that the Griffith provides

independent support for our main hypothesis.

Our results to date permit us a cautious answer to the question,

do the children benefit, The answer, as of this time, is yes.

Measures of Maternal Attitudes

We were also concerned with whether or not mothers were modified

or changed in their feelings of *impotence se a result of participation.

Two instruments were developed to assess this phase of the work.

Colnman's study (1966) along with others suggested that our particular

population, especially the Negro portion, might feel less sense

control over their own dvatiny than middle class adults. The

Hotter Social Reaction inventory (1910 was molified through work

ing with the parent educators into an instr,..antat the language

level of the mothers. The first step in this modification was

rewriting the items to a fourth grade vocabulary level. The second

step was trying it out on the parent education staff for reactions

and suggestions. The third step wac training the parent educators

to read tlae items in such fashion that they sauld not betray an

expected response. This was done because some of the mothers would

obviously be unable to read the items themselves and we wished to

spare them the embarassmenl. of being confronted with such a task..

A reliability theok was run using a comparable group of women and

yielded a test retest reliability coefficient of .78 with an N of 35..

Most of the work with this scmle lies in the future (see Appendix A )

but its development was made possible by the support of the Foundation.
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The Row I See Myself scale, which laad been riiiveloped by the

principal investigator on sohoo, populations, had been factor ana/ymed

and yieLied several factors which are of Interest to this project,

The factors, and their reliability coefficients 044) arc

intorpersonal adoquacyor .82; autonoa7, r x Ale The gml X See

Myself scale is administered by a research staff member in the

home in the presence of parent educator at the tine the etaft member

conducts the 12 month series test on the Child, Too tire aompleted

scales are available for a worthwhile comparison. Copes of the

Ratter Social Reaction inventory and the Gordon How I See Myself Scale

are in Appendix C.

Seri Modification

As a result of the six month tests, and the suggestions of

consultants, both the series order and content rex' modified.; Table 9

shows these changes,
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In February, 1967, a proposal OmprudizA) was submitted to the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Children's Bureau, for

continued support of the activity* The proposal z-4is approved and a

grant made beginning July 1, 1967, for support through June 30, 1960.

This continued support allows a longitudinal program through the second

year of life, a new group of beginning families and the development

of and testing *f further hypotheses iiioncerning relationship* between

stimulation, mother competence and Child growth,

In addition to the support for this project, the original support

from the Foundation opened many other avenues for further

investigations of the whole issue of parent education and infant

stimulfition* We are presently thinking of studies of the spread

of effect. For example, does the mother use thesL procedures with her

next child without any additional asstitance from a parent educator?

Does the mother who is satisfied with the growth of her Child ain4ad

the Word to her neighbor?

We are also concerned with ways of reaching children, whether

they be middle or lower clasp., who are left all day in day care

mum. How can we further institutionalise the role of parent

educator so that the community takes over the support of this

function for servicing dey pare youngsters, either under public or

private responsibility? Can we teach high school youngsters to

function with infants and young children as a way of giving this a

moose of role in the society as well as preparing them for marriage
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and family life? Can we move toward the adoption of these procedures

as part of school system operations, although at the present time

Office of education grants and state funds sire obviously ruled out?

We are also interested in following the future development of the

children in the project through longitudinal studies that may or

may not Lucinda, :mother intervention procedures beyond the second

year of lae.

One clear gain Irma the original project has been the all - university

type of interest which has been engendered. It will be noted that

the extension of our work being supported by the Children's Bureau

includes faculty members from clinical psychology and anthropology-

speech. A aster's thesis was written during the project by a

gradttate student in anthropology who studied t7As parent education

training program. This thesis is not yet available Connections

have been established clearly with the various departments of the

college of Nursing, so that some of the procedures developed in $10

project will be taught to nursinc students. Those types of gains

yield unpredittiable,payoffs. We have seen these as basic to our

effort. It was the hope of the ?rincipal Investigator that the

project would become an uibrella in which researchers and servi3O

oriented people from a variety of discipliaet ;;:oute ?Aid opportunities

for furthering our general.understanding of the growth process me

of the affects of training on developm600

020 of the immediate next steps is an analysis of the demographic

information collected bath weekly by the parent educators and in a

final observation report (sea Appendix 11). In particular we will be



exasinine the type of verbal communication in the home, the nature

of the reward and punishment system, and the relationships, it any,

between these and child performance* This particular project will

foam's on the babies and families which were visited by the nurses

(control group 1).

We will be investigating the comparable performance cf babies in

this project against middle class samples. We wish to ass if these

babies not only gained aver control populations but also held their

own by the end of the second year of life when one would normally

expect they would be falling behind middle class children.

Since the research staff is made up of graduate students,

several of these projects will lead to doctoral dissertations.

When these students leave the university, Ilopefelly they will carry

with them expekiences which will influence their further work.

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES

Our fourth question wae whether the results and the process could

be disseminated so that a new role could be created and a new program

advanced.. Although it to still too soon to tell about the gains

for the child,., by the nature of things, we have been identified

as source of information for people throughout the country engaged

in intervention activities with you* children.

Our first efforts at dissemination were local.. We were concerned

with informing school personnel in the various counties in whiCh our

project was located about *ur Warta'. Representatives from these

counties attended a meeting in January, 1007. The project was



explained to them in ocrvitiderable Otani Interest was so high

that the Gainesville component of the Southeast Educational Labora-

tory (Regional Laboratory) checked with Washington to see if the
various counties r ,Ad organise a Joint Title III proposal to
magma in this work through the county school systems. Service

elements would shift to the county 'bile research and evaluation

remained with the University. Unfortunately the ISEA of 1905

did not allow programs to reach below kindergarten. This pre«

vented the organisation of * program, but still left the counties

with considerable interest in looking forward to the time when

such a shift could be made.

The program was presented to the Board of Directors of the Florida

Foundation, a group of alumni and other top level people Jav the Sate

of Florida :se a part of a day long meeting Of the Board at Gainesville

(January, 1961). interest ws again very high and encouraging. As

9.; result, the 1Vi11118 of the Board members met at the house of, the

Preside at of the Univarisity aud spent a morning with.lirs. Bradshaw

learning the details of the operation. We have subsequently received

k-evaesta for our materials five some of these members.

The tint reach past the state was in. March, 1481, idlikriltr.

Lally and Miss Lay preseutod a program on the project to represeus,

tattles from the sixteco Gout hero states and additional personnel

from such institutions as bank Street College S *antennae

oponsored by the Southern Education Fund at Athens, iNoritill

outgrowth at that conference, we aim* asked by Southern

'Education Fund to onsWAI a stateside conteranceon ,early Childhood

'Edtscation which Wail Iliad in June, MIT; gaineavi/le. A copy of



that conference report is being published and wild tie ,sent to the

Ford Foundation.

The Office of Economic Opportunity eetalbliu: 1 a program to be

called Parent Child Centers, The principal investigator was,asked

to attend the orientelon seminar (September, 1901) to present, the

prop= to the prospective directors of the centers, As a result

of that program, copies of our booklet are being disseminated to

all of the centers paild we have received considerable numbers of

requests (see Appendix F for a list) for information about our Work.

WO have bee* informed by 0E0 that our program was well received

and_will play a role in influencing the direction of these Parent

Child Center programs.

The National Laboratory Clearing Souse in Early Childhood

Education located at the University of Illinois, sent one of its

staff to Gainesville to see our work and again, the project was

favorably reviewed, Dr. J. War, Bunt, the head of the laboratory, .

has invited the principal investigator to attend a special Meeting

this fall of a small group who are engaged in intervention operations

for the exchange of information. We have siso been visito4 by Di..

Stedman of the Duke project and Dr. Phi/lips from Peabody,DARCIM pro,

Sect, In this respect, dissemination eels a two-way street loth
these people served ag consultants to the project as well as carrying

back What we were doing. This same type of aotiviti, °conned With

respect to Dr. Egon Singeal from the University of Seffeloo, who

W s of particular aseirtance in strengthening the what content

of the revisti booklet and Dr. Paul Mathtigal from Colorado,vha



was the Ford visitor. Mrs. Pearl Oran of the Mississippi Child

Development Troup also served ea a consultant and as s disseminator.

We developed a film (still incomplete) of child beherlior to

use In reliability training of our testers so that we would be sure

that they would be Malaita judging series achievements. This Alm,

in turn, can become a vehicle for Oissenination. We are interested

in the possibilities of developing a more ambitious film conveying

actual training techniques.

Although the Import from the Foundation has reached an end,

the continued support from NOW will enable use to carry on the

activities begun last year. We expect that our dissemination activi-

ties will grow through visitors to the project, through the booklet,

mind possibly through the film as well as through further presen-

tations at research and service conferences. We are ontimistic that

no can find ways to disseminate the point of view of the use of

personnel and the training techniques for both parent educatore

and mothers. We feel that this project is unique in this approach

and that it will sake a difference, not only on the local scene

45 our arc.ta develops Parent Child.Centers and Neighborhood Develop-

smut Centers, but also throughout the Southern region and the

country as other projects build on, modify; and test what we

ivrsbe`

DISCS ION

It is not possible to convey in the printed word the totality

and empluity of this project. It has gone far better than we had

any tight to hope. There have been many frustration o and many
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difficult and anxious moments. We discovered, as we are sure

other have before us, that a combined service and research organift

nation engaged in a field operation is always faced with problems

comproaviav research design for the maintenance of the serviced

We have woAdeted whether we have burdened our prent educators and

mothers because of our needs to collect data, but they have somehow

come through and steyei with us. We still have many questions about

both the immediate and longwrange effects of our work. Only con-

tinued longitudinal study and subsequent investigation will tell

whother there is any lasting payoff, We see, although we are well

aware of the Hawthorne effect a variety of evidence that we have

made a difference in some lives. Whether we have raised hopes that

will subsequently be dashed only time gill tell. Although as

scientists we realise the data are not yet all in, we fool now

that we are on the right track.

There 14 one area in which we have some reservations. We

are not moo how well we can serve all the population. A more careful

study of attrition end the relatitnships between personality makeup,

the life circumstances, and survival rats in the project might

give, us some clues about whether there is a portion of our popula-

tion so apathetic, so eternally controlled, so overwhelmed with

their burdens that they cannot be reached successfully by such

minimal support as this, We are also concerned, and feel that the

Parent Child Center movement may offer a way, for reading other

family members. This project did not reach the fathers, nor was it

so intended. Some fathers, of course, bevame interested, but others



illtier worked against us or were totally indifferent. fe did act
necessarily reach older siblings, and there may be ways that are being

developed elsewhere that could be readily adapted into this program*

We never intended to be nor have we been all things to our families.
We have stayed clearly inside the educational framework, with '2

referral to other agencies for medical or welfare seriices when we,

became aware of these. Howevr, a ociaprehensive prograa for scat. of

our tzthee nay be an absoluto necessity for growth and change.

One of the most intriguing elements was, the justification o

the notion that people Will rise to the challenge. Thera were mm

liars who felt that our trainees could never beeopie, parent eduoators,

and that they would never be received by the mothers. It is obvious
that they were wrong. Turther, the reiiiarcii staff 'itself was an

untrained, younik but eager group, It wont through practically

a complete change of persovnl in spring and simmer as students

completed their work or *,ent away on internships, and new people

were recruited, It was gratifying to see this take 4old, even though

'there *as, of course, slime slippage, *vie relarstsgi *Me adjust
sent in the prticesst There are only ,two people# in addition

to the principal investigator, wb have been with the project from

its inception4 Lally, who served as the project Directoio,

with major responsibility for the treivair Program and for day to day ,

operation and Mrs. Carptyn*dohaw, who had the major responsibility

for recruitment of the parent educators and for the control group

which was visitud by the males. Stever uccess the project
has had is due, in large measure, to their effortg, the joint

, -
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APPENDIX A

EARLY CHILD STIMULATION TEROU3I PARENT EDUCATION



EARLY CHILD SIMULATION THROUGH PARENT EI3UCATICt1

1, PROBLEM

The purpose of this project is to investigate si way in *itch early

intervention into the lives of babies might break the poverty cycle.

The project attempts to simultaneously raise the chances that the

infant will reach a higher level of intellectual functioning and that

the adult who mothers him will gain in competence and feelings, of

self-worth.

To achieve this purpose? the technique of using disadvantaged

women to teach mothers how to stimulate their infante has been developed

in a pilot program.

The pilot program, described in Appendix Al, has demonstrated

that disadvantaged women can be selected, instructed and placed in other

disadvantaged homes to teach mothers ways to stimulate the perceptual,

motor and verbal activities of their infants.

The stimulation procedure consists of a systematic aeries of per-

ceptual- motor - auditory - tactile - kinesthetic inputs based upon a review

of the theory and research on cognitive and affective development in

the earliest years.

The concept that the earliest years of life are critical in the

development of not only tad pewsonality but also the intellectual de-

velopmezt el! tha individual is becoming generally accepted by the scien-

tific community end the society-at-large, A clear indication of the spread

of this idea is in the President's State of the Union Message of January,

1967, in which he urged that we try new methods of child development and

care from the earliest years. However, there is a considerable empirical

and theoretical gap between the generalization stated above and the

systematic implementation of procedures to foster development. For example,

the nature of the experiences which serve to stimulate development, and

their sequencing, is not fully understood. The timing and amount of in-

tervention are unknown qualities. The interplay of family climate and

task is not clear. In addition to these sciewafic questionu, we face

practical questions as to how various populations can be reached to

use what is krown. Although laboratory work should be continued, the

basic test of the concept must be conducted under field condttions. It

is only as stimulation techniques are investigated under home conditions,

without elaborate gadgetry, that the practical as well as scientific

questions concerning the efficacy of stimulation can be answered. The

importance of providing opportunities for children to function at their

highest possible level has been well stated by Hunt. "Participation in

our highly technological culture calls for high competence la the use of

our symbol systems of language and mathematics and for ability to tbla

and to appreciate evidence. The rapidity of technological change demands

that all individuals have the ability to cope with change. ." (Hunt,

1966, p. 143-144) Based upon a series of programmatic investigations of

child rearing, R. Sears (1957) hypotheLizes that the differences between



lower-claas and middle-class child rearing patterns are a function of .

access to information. The general literature on cultural deprivation

indicates that language training and other activities which contribute

to development are either minimal or constricted in disadvantaged families.

Because ot this deprivation, potential is damaged.

Given the belief in the importance of early stimulating experience,

and the data that it is not available to indigent families especially in

the rural and small -town South, how do we
bridge the gap? How do we

transmit to indigent mothers the information, along with the skill,

concerning ways to play with and interact verbally with their babies so

as to enhance the babies' potentials for development?

The pilot program developed a way to educate these parents to

provide their children with a good start, so that the poverty cycle in

these families might be broken. As the children are better equipped to

cope with school, they can move out of the indigent class into productive

meaningful work. Further, as the mothers learn to deal effectively with

their infants, their image of themselves and their general helplessness

may change.

The problem is to investigate the effectiveness of the particular

technique developed in the pilot. It represents an innovation in child

welfare services, which, if effective, extends the reach of the pro-

fessional, and, in the long run, reduces the need for services as the

participants become more capable opt meeting their own needs.

2. REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

Effects of Environment on Cognitive Development

The work of Piaget (1952) and his associates imprIs that thinking

does not merely emerge but can be traced to the impact of experience

upon functioning in the early months and years. Cognitive development

proceeds through a process of integration Wherein previously organised

behaviors become an integral part of subsequent behavior. As existing

mental structures are modified thrrr=s functiez...1 adaptation in environ-

mental interaction, intellectual growth occurs. Bloom (1964) indloates

that effects of environment are marked and that the first four years are

most critical. Loretan (1966) stresses that any of these early years

lost in a poor environment are almost irretrievable. The critical nature

of early experience for subsequent development thus becomes a crucial

consideration for educational planning.

Data concerning the differential effects of environmental stimula-

tion en the development of infants have been collected under conditions

of deprivation caused by understaffing in orphanages and institutions

(Goldfarb, 1955; Dennis and Najarian, 1957; Provence and Lipton, 1963).

Skeels and 'ye (1939) reported that institutionalized infants diagnosed

as retarded, made significant upward changes in tested mental performance

when placed in an environment with increased stimulation. caldweil (1967)

refers to a recent unpublished folles4upwhich found that the gains made

- 2 -



by the etisulated group were eistalned into adult life, *bile all Wit
one of the control subjects tho remained institutionalisod developed
cUssio cridromes cf mental retardation. Several recent investigations
(gbeingold, 1981; Sayegh and Donnie, 19637 Castor, 1965; Whiten, Castle,
and Meld, 1964) Nave further demonstrtted the fe$ibility of positively
altering early development through ie:oducing stimulation programs for
institutions/Azad infante.

The intact in a deprived home has many of the same lacks as those
in institutions. Pavenstedt's (1963) descriptAons of the lower-lower-
class name svgzest that there is a paucity of concern for the infant
and further decreasing interest t.7. the child reaches toddler stages.

lint (1966) points out that it is during the Second year that anon-
Utica, especially verbal, is lacking ;n culturally deprived homes.
L langusge-emergiug months are critical to intellectual devel.tpment,
a:: Bayley (1966) suggests, the lack of stimulation in the lower-class
btme may be, at least in part, causative of retardation. In reviewing
t1eory and research on attainment of concepts, Siegel (1964) stated;
"The long-term significance of the intellectual functioning reads to be
studied longitudinally. To illustrate; it may be that one reason
caildrua from so-called culturally disadvantaged ha us hose difficulty
in kindergarten and first grade is that, they did not have tpdrePriato
stimulation during these early years." (p. 216) This study will
contribute information about the effect of stimulation ?it children
growing up in their own hoses through a careful assesint of groups
receiving such stimulation and control populations who Z4COille only
%whiter inputs from their deprived environments.

The inle of language in the acquisition of meaning f.:.r different

social groups is contrasted by Bernstein (1961) and Hess and Thipan

(19$75). Hornstein finds that middle-class persons utilize vntiots
elatioritions of sentence structure and d range of referents to eelineate
and individuate person means s. The 11.4mr)r class members, on +to

other hand, rely on highly predictable implicit utterances whi0
poorly equip them to formulate discriminations and gemeralleatiort,
make feelings explicit, or as a consequences becone actively responsible
for twit ovn behavior or learning. In onamariAing the work done tt the

development of language, thought; and personality; his (1963) str,ttses
the si;utfic.triee of the first three yet.J1 of life in the future orectic

and cognitive development of the child. "During the second year of life

the prdlcss of the growth of meaning is a highly complex Interaction of
cognitive and orectic factors." (p. 37) Lewis further noted that in

verbalising the child does so in concert with others through inter-

action with thou. During the second year 'aanipulative communication
will also throu611 extension :.nd contractioL,, contribute toward naming."

(p. 63)

Despite frequttt references to the impePotance of the first two
years by many authotities, there appears to be only one empirical

invectigatiol of a specific progrtm for the second year Irwin (1960)

reported the afeate of a program in which lower-class mothers road to
their infants for ten minutia each day beginning at thirteen months..
At tweaty months the experimental group was superior in all phases of
speech.

The studies of Moss and Shipman and ternatein, cited above, have

focused cn the fora and content of language. For the young child who

comprehends little content, and even or the older Child who does, the

"tone of voite" in which content is relayed is another isportalit part



of be communication process (Kramer, 1962; Mehl and Schulze, i964).

Markel (1965) has demonstrated that the reliability of coding pitch,

loudness, and tempo for a sample of language allow further **Analysis in

contrasting speech differences as, for example, in assessing effects of

at educational program. This study will not mil., provide language exper-

ience but also assess its impact, which has not been done in precious

investigations.

The interrelationships of specific cognitive attainments to per-

ceptione of self-identity and person-identity have seldom been explored

with young children. Several investigators have found that awareness of

racial identification exists at three years Worland, 1958; Stevenson

and Stewart, 1958). fowler (1962) reports that color discrimination is

also a product of this period. The question of whether participation in

an enrichment study will facilitate the development of color discrim-

ination and as a correlate, racial awareness, has not been previously

investigated.

.1.1EISETETiVaL151242!!241122I1Y21=212MItt

Although it is difficult to delineate the features of the mother-

child relationship which are essenCo to personality developmeat, Bowlby

(1951), Spitz (1965), and Erikson (1950) postulate that a one-tc-One
relationship with a great deal of attention is necessary. Erikson stresses

the vital role of the mother-child interaction during the first two years
of life in developing the sense of bast,: trust and autonomy. He Aypoth-

esizes that "the capacity to find gratification in the outside world is

related to the degree of success during the first two jeers of life."

(P. 219)

Mien (1962) noted that the early mother-child relationships And

living coaditions seem to be the determining influences on adult person-
ality. Mess aud Kagan (1964) saw maternal treatment from birth to three

years as a bettor predictor of later childhood and adult ratings than that

in other age pelq.ods. Sears (1957) and nenduwa and Walters (1063) present

further evidence of the influence of early child-rearing practice upon

development. The home in which this study will be cond,Acted offers many

opportunities to investigate the child-rearing pis/40'0_4es and living

situation, and the effects these may have tr,o r. ttz child.

The Population

That the present position of the American Negro leads to negative
self-perceptions has been noted by Goff (1949), Ausucoel (1963), and

Kvaraceus (1965). Coleman (1966) stresses the Negro's perceptions of
inability to control his own environment. The high correlations reported

by Coleman between feelings of being at the mercy of chance happenings
and such factors as school achievement coincide with the findings of
Hotter (1966) and others investigating internal-external control expec-
tancy. A series of studies were cited by Hotter as providing strong

. support for the hypotheses that the individual who has a strong belief
that he can control his own destiny is likely to be alert to aspects of
the environment which provide useful information for future behavior,

- 4 -



to take steps to improve his environmental conditions, to place greater
value on skill or achievement reinforcements (Gore and Rotter, 1963;
Batt'e and Rotter,-1963). Although tt has been shown that internal
control is 'elated to affiliation and inttinAvo in improving conditions,
the vestion of 'tether opportunities to affiliate and improve the life
situation will change expectancy to a more internal direction has not
been previously investigated.

The Men-Professional Worker

The utilisation of persons as educators who are seen by the parents
as like themselves .nand with whom they can easily identify is an innova-
tion which attempts to aid both mother and child. Reissman (1966) and
Levinson and Schiller (1965) report the utilisation of non-professionals
who are themselves membeis of the low socio-economic treatment group to
increase communication effectiveness as well as relieve case loads of
professional workers in welfare agencies. When use of the indigenous
non-professional involves an educational program dealing with interper-
sonal relationships, communicative skills, professional confidentiality
and iaintaining personal identification, perforwance at a high level of
competency occurs. This competency, however, can be maintaned only by
continuoue interaction of the non-professional and the professional; by
a congruency of beliefs =corning human beings. This kind of constant
interchange is central t) the proposed study.

This study, therefore, is designed to investigate, in a population
representing indigent Negro and white families, in rural, small town
and small city settings, the effects of psycho-social environmental
variables described above upon the early development of children. It
will serve to begin to fill in some of the gaps in our knowLedge about
the population, the effects of stimulation, and the means to be employed
in educating mothers in procedures which enhance the development of their
children. The pilot project, described in AppendixAl, laid the ground-
work for thin project.

3. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project are to find out whether the use of
disadvantaged women as parent educators of indigent mothers of infants
and young children (a) enhances the development of the infante and chile-
dre71 and (b) increases the mother's competence and sense of personal
worth. It is understood that these two objectives may have a functional
relationship with each other, and our hypotheses will reelect thin, but
here we see them as two equally important outcomes which may be treated
as independent. It is, of course, understood that other approaches might
accomplish such objectives. The aim here is to investigate whether this
particular complex of activities accomplishes the goal.

In order to measure accomplishment of these two objectives, hypo-
theses have been developed relating to such classes of variables as:
home situation, content of stimulation materials, amount of stimulation,



:1 third objective, simply stated, is to increase our knowledge of the.

home life of infants in this population. As Ainsworth has indicated, "TO

date, there im little published information about infants in their on

natural habitat, the home;" (1984, p. 1) In order to aaleve this objec-

tive, v series of questions has been framed.

liztoneaUelating to the First Objective

1. At the end of their first year of life, children whose mothers

were educated in the stimulation series will be more highly developed

than those whose mothers received no instruction.

a. They will perform successfully on more series tasks.

b, They will score higher 'n stand&rdized measures of develop-

movt.

c. They will have more awnreness of color and race.

These three m61-hypotheses apply 2.1.4) to hyli;otheses 2, 3 and 4, and,

in null fashion, to 3,

2. At the end of their second year of life, children whose ',.:others

were educated continuously since the children's third month will . ' more

highty developed than (a) those children whose mothers received ireJtruc-

tion in either the child's first or second year (b) those children whose

mothers received no instruction.

3. At the end of their second year of life, children whose mothers

were educated in only the first year will be developmentally more advanced

than children whose mothers were educated in only the second year.

4. At the end of the first year of life, children whose mothers

were educated in the series will be more highly developed than those

whose mothers received a different pattern of instruction, of an equal

length of time.

5. There will be no difference between those children whose mothers

received no instruction or visits and those whose mothers had monthly

visits from nurses during the first year.

Ipotheses the Second Objective

6. Mothers who receive instruction will have higher expectancy of

internal control than those who do not receive instruct14.=.

7. Mother- who were educated in the aeries will have more elaborate

language codes than those who were not educated.

8. Mothers who were educated in the series will have higher feelings

of self-esteem than those who were not inc meted.

6
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9, Mothers who were educated in the eerier will have different voice
qualities (p ±tch, loudness, tempo) than those who were not.

In all the above: hypotheses, differences will also be a function of

length and time of instruction. The longer the time, And the earlier

the instruction, the greater the diffegsnce.

Retnexts Relating to Interaction Between Objectives (a) and (b)

10. Mere will be a positive correlation between the mother's expec-
tancy of internal control when the baby is six mcnths old and the devel-
opmental level of the baby at 1 year and 2 years of age for those

receiving inr,ruction,

11. There will be a positive correlation between the wither's expec-
tancy of internal coLtrol when the baby is six months old and the amount

of verbal activity of the mother.

12. There will be a positive correlation Letween movement of the
mother on internal control orientation from 6- Al months and success of

the baby on the series tasks.

Stations Related to the Third Objective

1. What is the density and crowding situation in these homes?
How many people are in the home, and what are the space conditions?

2. Who actually :...,.es for the baby? How many pier mothering roles?

3. What is the extent and nature of verbal interaction?

4* What is the marital situation?

6. What happens during the visit which disrupts instruction?

S. What is the health situation of the baby?

T. How many children does the mother have?

8. Will there be differences in mothers' conceptions of the ideal
infant, ideal male infant and ideal female infant according to age of the
infant, race and parity?

Additional Hypotheses

13. There will be no difference within or between treatment groups
as a function of the situation variables of: density and crowding,
multiple mothering, number of children, marital situation, disruptions
mother's sex-role expectation lor the child.



14. Children in homes with higher levels of verbal interaction will
be more advanced developmontally, within treatment groups, over those in
homes rah lower levels of verbal interaction.

15. Girls will be more advanced than boys, within trostment groups.

16. Within the groups receiving instruction in the series, both
mothers' and children's development will be a function of the number of
completed visits.

17. Children who are reporter' more often as ill mill make less
progress than those least repoTt4d ill.

4. PROCEDURES

(a) General Design

The major treatment variable is instruction of the mother by
the parent educator in the stimulation exercises. This instruction is
given once a week, in the home, on a regular home visit schedule. The
mother is not only instructed in the mechanics of the exercises1
but also in the general attitudes toward seeing them as

play, to be engaged in at odd moments when both mother and child might
enjoy them. These materials, and some skills in toy-making with paper,
encouragement of all forms of play, are presented in such fashion that
the mother learns by imitation of the parent educator, who demonstrates
on a doll while the mother holds her own baby. The mothering role is
not assumed by the parent educator, who involves the mother in the actual
task.

To test the hypotheses and questions, each family in the original
sample from the pilot program (For a description of sample, see Appendix Al)
is to be followed until all children reach their first birthday. This
will take until January 31, 1968.. The first baby reaches his birthday
about June 15, 1967, so that there is about an eight month spread. As
babies reach this birthday, the group containing the mothers who originally
received stimulation will be randomly assigned to the second year stimula-
tion series or no stimulation group. As the original control babies reach
their first birthday, the same type of assignment will be made. This will
yield four main groups: 81, receiving instruction from the babies' third
month to his second birthday; R/C, receiving instruction until the first
birthday but not during the second year; C/8, receiving instruction in the
second year but not the first, and Citreceiving no instruction in either
year.

11, J. Gordon and J. Ronald Lally. Intellectual Stimulation for Infants
and Toddlers, Gainesville, Florida, available through the Institute for
Development of Human Resources, 1967.

- 8 -



IABtE 1

TRUOMINTPLAN

11111111111Mft. V1111111171111/111
11111

Group Original N

INIMIIIIDAIM100.0111111MO

Treatment
3 ado -1 year

VIIINN11011.11111011&

Treatment
1 year-2 year

1 75 Series

4111=301,71MAGNIND

Series

E/C 75 Series

13 Nurse visits Series

C2/13 12
Series

Cl/C 12 Nurse visits .

C2/C 13

E2 30 Series Begins 7/1/67

C3 30 Other stimulation Begins 7/1/67

C
4 30

Begins 7/1/67

1,11011111111m0

In order to investigate whet er it is this particular series, oranother pattern of equal amount of time spent in the home instructing
the mother, three new groups, (R2, C3 and C4) selected in the same fashionas the original population (see Appendix Al) and randomly assigned toObtiee stitAllation , "other" stimulation and control were started in
July, 19t37. Thirty babies will be assigned to each group, which means itwill take until about September 30, 1967 to assign the last baby. Thiswill constitute all the eligible babies born in the hospital During thistime period. The two groups of mothers (E2 and C3) will receive instruc-tion until the babies' first birthdays.

Tice present parent educators who have mothers in the E/C group areassigned to work with mothers in the E2 and len groups.. They are ableto do this as the babies in the E/C group reach their first birthday andmove out of stimulation and are dropped from their case loads. (Polo timechart and population data see Tables 3, 4 and map)' The case load of oneparent educator to ten mothers will be maintained. New parent educators,who will not receive training in the series, were recruited for half-time work from urderprivileged mothers who are working in Head Start andother early childhood programs. They are assigned on an equivalent caseload basis (one to fiv.7) for half-time). This plan is being used, ratherthan employing only three new people, so as to control for the personalityor other educator variables which might influence results with too feweducators. They have been trained in concepts of the importance of earlystimulation, and have developed their own instructional protedures andcontent based upon their Head Start experiences and their general backgrounds.
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The OPM0 staff ratio, 02 one supervisor to three educators, will

be maintaink.J. The supervisors will be described under staff.

The treatment variables are thus: type and content of instivetion

(B2 ve. C3) length of instruction and timing of instruction (E1 vs B/C;

B/C vs. C /B; El vs. Cl) presence of instruction (B1 vs. Ci 2, B/C,

vs. C) 4

The depenit: tveiables are: changes in mother and developmental

level of the %A , 3pecifics are contained in the hrpotheses.

Matat.
The sample was described in the pilot project material in

Appendix Al. Briefly, it consists of indigent mothers and their babies

born between June 16, 1966, and September 30, 1967, at the J. Hillis Miller

Health Center. Mothers were originally assigned to the experimental or

control population on the basis of geography.

(e) Bata Collection

The data on the mothers consist of a weekly home visit obser-

vation report called PE!IR (Parent Educator Weekly Report), the Better

Social Reaction Inventory modified to reflect a fourth gradljeading level

(sal), the Markel Voice and language Assessment "a pent -anguititio Measure

(11V14, the Estimate of Mother Expectancy a mantic differential nes:sure

(ENE), the MottuirRow 1 dee. Woolf Seale (RISI), and a Final Observation

Report inctud*ng demographic and ecological data (FOR),

The data on the child include the PEWR, FOR, the Test of Perfor-

mance OR Series Tasks (ST), the Cadman race-awareness measure (RA),

and the 021tfiths Scales of riavelopment (s). it 10 recognised by the

principal investigator that there are no clearly 'satisfactory measUros

oi, intellectual development for this age group, however, this deficiency

will be overcome in port in that the above standard measures will yield

perceptual-motor loom Which sill allow for comparison across groups. See

WM: 2 for data-gathering scheme.

liable 2 shows the data-gathering scheme. The first-year battery

consists of the ST, MVLA,13, and NM scale, The socend-iftr battery

contains the RA measure in addition. The RA measure will be given to a

sample of the total population, Thirty children (15 Negro and 15 white)

sill be randomly chosen from the B1, E/C and C/E groups for a total of

90 children, and an additional 15 Negro children from the.C2/C group

will constitute the sample. There is an insufficient number of white

Children it the C2/C group to include them. Series testing ST) and

Griffiths tasting (GO) are being carried out by qualified staff nonbars.

The Final Observation. Disport is begun by the Parent Educators *Ion the

babies are 9 months and 21 months of age and wmpleted at 1 year and

2 years of age.
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Group

El

E/C

1111111111111711

%is

c2/13

TABL!!. 2

DATA-COLLECTION PLAN
(By Baby's Age)

IIINIMINIII,^11111.101111111111r

6 9 12

Age in Months

15 18 21 24

weekly
ST
SRI

PEWR PAR
weekly weekly

ENE Battery

PEWR
WC3kly

ENE

PEWR
weekly
RA(30)
ST

JAM

PEWR
weekly

SRI

PEWR

weekly

Battery

PEWR

weekly

SRI

PEWR PEWR

weekly weekly

BIdB Battery
RA(30)
ST Battery

PEWR

monthly

SRI

PEWR PEWR

monthly weekly

Ia"A.4 anmie*
DOIOUWW,

PAIR
weekly

PEWR
weekly
RA

ST

PEWR
weekly

SRI

PER
weekly

Battery

PEWR
weekly

Battery

PUB
weekly

PBWR
raellt
RA

ST

PEWR
weekly

SRI

PEWR
weekly

Battery

C1 /C MR PER MR
monthly monthly monthly

SRI Ella Battery EME
RA
ST SRI Battery

atts.wieritvinseerrrah

CVO Battery EMS RA SRI Battery



DATA-COILECZICK PLAN
(Now Groups)

111111111.1MMIL7 4111 VIIIIMPIIIMMOINIIIIMMIIMMIIIIIIIIM=MIMPIIPMNIONIP1111,

Group 3

Age 11 Months

6 9 12

E3

SRI
Mil

PRIM
woekly

SRI

Battery

cis

SRI
MIMI

Modified
MR
weekly

sat

Betters

SRI
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TABU 4

...s.=seitommoftAllialiadil= '`""

TABLE OF POPULATION
(number of subjects bi county) 1

Bl
2

B/C

Number

C1

aZ Families

Lu

C2ie C3/1 C3 C4C3

Alachua 131
2

31 48 14 8 12 15 19 19

Baker 1 1

Bradford 1 2 6 6 2 8 4 3

Clay 1 3 3

Cambia 3 2 5 7 2 4 4

Dixie 3 7 4 1 3

Duval 1

Gilchrist 5 1 1 1 3

Lafayette 1

lam 13 4 5 1 9 6 4 2

'ion 1 3 2 2 2 2 *JP

Putnam 1 1

Suwannee

Taylor

Union 1 2 2 2
faillear INXIM

011111410116

/total 150 41 55 26 30 42 41 40

Iftfore attritioni

290a0 apt these to move to the'N/C group as babies mob /slit birthday.



Educators adaialmter the Social Reaction Inventory (SRI) during a
weekly visit. Other tasting necessitates the presence of another staff
member in the home in addition to the Parent Educator. In order to reduce

the mothers' discomfort, appointments for the visits are made and dis-
cussed by the Parent Educator with the mother in advance. The EME,is
being administered at 9 and 15 months.

Analysis

The primary design is that Campbell and Stanley describe as the
"Posttest -only control group design," which they recommend when pretests
in the usual sense cannot be performed. They state, "Within the limits
of confidence stated by the tests of significance, randomization can
suffice without pretest." (1993, P. pm Analysis of variance will be
used to test hypotheses 1-9, 13-15. Poarson4roduct moment correlation
will be used for "hypotheses 10, 11, 12. Hypotheses 16 and 17 will be
tested by Chi -tquare.

(e) Time Schedule

1. Instruction of original groups until last child reaches first
birthday; July 1, 1987-January 31, 1968.

2. Instruction of groups E1, C2/E until last child realhes second
birthday: July 1, 1988 January 31, 1969.

3, Instruction of groups L. and 03 until last child reaches first
birthday: July it 1967 -June 30, 1008.

4. Testing of children at appropriate birthdays begins July 1, 1967
and continues through January 31, 1989.

5. Analyelii of final data: February 1, 1989-April 30, 1909.

6. Preparation of final report: May 1, 1569-June 30, 1999.

lUelliageltateats

This project has generalizttion power beyond the North - central

Viotlda region in which it is being conducted. The results can lead to
the utilization of this approach not only in other rural regions in the
country, but also'to urban areas. It is an economical spgroach to the
problem of reaching young children, It can also be taught to uorkos in
international projeota etc in turn can edJcate other indigenous person-
nel. For example, agricultural workers, Peace ,Corps and AID program
people can carry out such u projelot with little cost after tralaiaa

In addition to the practical aaneralicibility, the scientific'results
will offer many leads into further research concerning the cognitive and
affective development of children, and the ellect of environments on thei
development. What we will find out thus has Uo prongs of effect on the
.scientific and social communities.

- 11



APPENDIX Al

THE PILOT PROJECT

A pilot project was begun in June, 1966, supported partially by a

$90,000 grant from the Fund for the Advancement of Educatica4 The major

purpose of the pilot project was to develop a way in which early in,Nr-

vention into the lives of babies might break the poverty cycle. The

project attempted to simultaneously raise the chances that the infant

would reach a higher level of intellectual functioning and that the

adults who mother him would gain in competence and feelings of self-

worth. The technique of using disadvantaged women to teach mothers how

to stimulate their infants was developed.

7his program, described below, demonstrated that a small group of

disadvantaged women could be selected, instructed and placed in dis-

advantaged homes to teach mothers ways to stimulate the perceptual,

motor end verbal activities of their Wants.

The research in the field indicates that disadvantaged people

have a sense of lack of control, of helplessness. if an infant is

taken from such a home, and receives stimulation directly from a pro-

fessional, and then returns to the home, nothing is done to break the

affect cycle. Could mothers be taught at home so that they would feel

that they could aid the development of their own children? Could they

become partners and participants rather than passive recipients? The

investigation of these questions is possible because of what zus learned

in the pilot.

We lack sufficient number of professionals, and further =, there are

indications of language, class and caste barriers which might make it

most difficult to rely on professionals to carry out a program of indi-

vidual instruction of the mother in the home. Could women drawn from

essentially the same circumstances at the mothers be trained to not only
gain skill in stimulation but also in communication so that they can be

the parent educators? Hew could these women be trained and could they do

the job? These questions were answered in the pilot.project.

Given that early stimulation is desirable, that the home is the
plc 7e to do it, and that the mothee, lastructed by a nonprofessional
fzm a similar backvt%mnd can be an etfective stimulator of her chitd,
of what should such atimulation conalsi4 Those homes are barren, some
lack electricity or any items but the barest necessities. Elaborate

self-stimulating devices are thus inappropriate. Simple exercises,

designed to provide the infant with visual, tactile, auditory and
kinesthetic inputs are desireS. A purpose of the pilot program was to

develop and test a aeries of exercises designed to provide these inputs
in a fashion that would not (July stimulate the child but also provide
the mother with, the chance to engage in active transactions with her

baby,

. 1 .
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Sample in Pilot

2y the end of the pilot project (summer, 1967) 150 mothers had

received some instruction in one series from the parent educators. A

control population of 50 families did not receive such intruetion.

Mothers and their infants are $eentified at the birth of the latter

by the obstetrics staff of the Teaching Hospital of the J. Hillis Miller

Health Center of the UniveiJity of Florxda. The criteria for selection,

in addition to the economic code of "indigent" on the hospital admission

form and residence in Alachua and eleven other counties (see map at end

of kveendix A) are: single birth, no breech or Caesarian delivery, no

complications to mother or infant, no evidence of mental retardation and

no evidence of mother's mental illness. The birth rate at the hospital

is sea that, beginning June 15, 1966, about 30 babies a month were added

to the sample up through January 31, 1967. Assignment to experimental

or control group was based on randomization of geographic area and

avoidance of contamination. Towns and their =mounding areas were

randomly assigned as experimental or control towns. Then they were

randomly assigned aa Negro or Caucasian towns. A given teen then eau

be experimental for OM race and control for the other. Gainesville,

which has a relatively large area and population contains control and

experimental .tbjects of the same race but in different areas (they are

separated by et least four blocks). Thus, the risk of contamination wee

minimized. Procedures for notification and assent will be discussed

under procedures.

Sample Educators

Fifteen parent educators, 12 Negro and 3 white (in rough proportion

to the nambers of Negro and white deliveries at the Health Center) wire

selected in August, 1966. The original criteria were: high school grad-

uation, unemployed or low level employment, some experience with infants.

Applications were solicited through church groups, Heed StL,A Centers,

schoot officials and finally the Florida State Employment Services.

Interviews were conducted by nurses from the &Ian, and final selections

made by all staff members. Two of the white educators did not meet the

high school graduation criterion. There were many liegre applicants;

few whites. Thirteen of the original group roman on the project to

date (Septemberi1967).

Procedures

The pilot project was a combination of research and demonstration,

so that the procedures wire kept as flexible 0:4 possible, yet as de-

tailed as possible to allow for evaleation,

1.4111 BE

Training was based on the concept that in order for oar trainees

to do a auffieitat job and in order for the staff to find out the bol$efs,

- 2 -
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skills and attitudes the trainers brought to the project, it was necessary
to insure that the trainee realized that her opinions, idols, and atti-

tudes were important to the success of the effective program, Each part

of training, /bother lecture, large group discussions, smell group dis-
cussion, role-playing, 2ield trips, interview training, observation prac-
tice or work with dolls and/or live babies and mothers was based ce this

fundamental belief.

Each day of the intensive fide week training period (beginning
September 5, 1966) was filled with problemsoiving activit' by the
trainees. The topics discussed were always problems of basic concern

to both staff and trainees, and usually cane about from questions I: ought

out by trainees during a role-playing session or some other practice

exercise.

Another position taken by the staff during training vas that the

trainees would be treated as professionals and held responsible for
different arena covered during the training period. Trainees were

neither coddled nor Checked upon continuously. The women responded to

this treatment and actually enjoyed the responsibility given to them.
This attitude has continued through to field work with the result that
home visits are thought of as a professional responsibility, rather than

as just a job.

The most effective training procedures were operations as close to

reality as oseible. Lectures were brief and usually served as explan-

atory beginnings of activity exercises.

We found role-playing situations most useful to teach the series

materials interview techniques, and observation practices. The enlist-

Lent of strange (to the ".;miners) mothers and babies acting as subjects
for the trainees was successful.

Motion pictures were used for objectivity of observation. The

ability to show a scene over again and again has obvious advantages
for this type of training.

As training progressed the
own and other trainees' skills.
For the most part criticism was
of trainee competence.

trainees became more critical of their

They were by far their hardest judges.,
constructive and helped raise the level

SaCh series of exercises was explained and rearms were given for
its use. Discussion followed the explanation. This was followed by

demonitration of the exercises with a doll. Practice with dolls followed

this step in small groups. Disousston of practice sessions was followed

by work with babies, which was followed by a final discussion. The
discussions were informal and many times spontaneous.

The largest task was the mastery of the series materials. By the

end of training each trainee knew every exercise to be used, the reasons
for its selection as part of the series, what it would do for the baby
and, most important of all, ho't to teach mothers to teweh their children
the different exercises without letting the mother got the idea that



she was being "taus, _ at" or that she didn't know how to take care of
her baby.

During the last week the trainees were sent to the heepital.to
make initial contacts with prospective mothers. Immediately after the
interview, the trainee reported back to a small group, in one o2 the
conference rooms in the hospital and reported to her fellow trainees

how things went. These were more support groups than discussion groups
std were used to rein* the trainees before and after their initial

contacts with the mothers.

Field work started gradually. Each research staff member was

assigned three trainees, who are now Parent Educators, to supervise.
For the first week of field work the parent educator was in the field
in the morning and consulting with her assigned supervisor in the after-

noon. Those consultations dealt with questions the parent educators bad

and problems she had run into. Supervisors did not give direct &fowlers
to problems but explored with the parent educators different ways of

attacking the problem. Role reversal was used in which the parent edu-
cator tried to put herself in the shoes of the mother she had just vis-
ited. Intensive training terminated with a parent educator and super-
visor visit to each home that had been assigned. This visit was used as

a final aid in observation techniques (the supervisor and parent educator
filling out forms together) and as a means by villa the supervisor
could get better acquainted with his parent educator's mothers.

Each Friday is set aside for in-serveoe training. Individual
conferences are held with parent educators on this day and study in
pertinent subject areas (child development, interpersonal relation',
related community functions) is pursued.

Presentatiol to Mothers

The parent educators, as stated previously, held interviews at

the hospital with the mothers. These interviews were designed to

explain the program and gain the mother's assent to visit the home.

The second step was a home visit about six weeks after birth. For those

babies born before October 15th, the sixr-week visit was the first con-

tact. Mese mothers who were willing signed permission forms, repre-
senting informed conseit3 in keeping with MIR procedures. Instructional

visits wore begun on or about the time ti, infant was three months old.

Ralf the control population (25) were. also contacted and invited

to participate on a "talking about your baby" basis. The remaltdot of

the control population will not be solicited for active participation

until the end of th3 pilot program.

Intervention Procedures

In brief, each home is visited once a week for a maximum of 40

weeks for trees° babies born in surer 1888 to a minimum of 18 weeks
for the last baby to enter the pilori project whose birth was Anuary 31,



1967. At the home visit, the parent educator instructs and works with

the mother on no more than tw exercises a week, after she ham deter-

mined the ability of the baby to do the exorcises in a given series.

The parent oducator completes an observation record (attached) at each

visit.

Mere are two control populations: one, in which no home visits

are sada, but who will be contacted as the baby approaches his first

year for permission for testing. Based upon one experience, such

permission will be readily grant,n1. Second, the homes of the 23 fam-

ilies in a control group are visited about once P month by a nurse

from the Health Center College of NUrsing, who talks in general terms

with the mother but provides no concrete stimulation. Assignment to

these control groups was- random from the general control population.

The pilot program has demonstrated the feasibility of the operation.

Now, careful research utilising the technique is the next step.
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Parent Educator Statements



This baby haw not progressed very well because the mother never works
with him. She mil tell me she is going to do the exercises but
she never does. The baby tries very hard but he doesn't succeed
because whc... I cone back tie week after I've given her some exercieec
to do, the baby seams as if he's never seen then before. Ploys
with the material as if they are new to him Instead of doing the
exercises as if he had already had the experience of doing tkem before.
Betty Jones has stated that she would like to drop out of the project
when Am baby becomes 1 year of age. 2bt is July 23, 1967. Betty
has been hard to work with because she w not interested eUen the
project began and her inter:at has grown less over the past year.
She wishes to drop out of the project as soon as her baby in a year
old Ad she is trying to avoid me until that time comes.

This baby does fairly well whenever I can see the mother every week.
If *be starts to avoid me for a few weeks she loses interest and the
baby gets behind. She always says the is interested and rents to
continue in the project but she doesn't have very muoh time with
three other children in the home. They are all pre-school age,
and she has quite a bit of work to do. Sirs says that the baby in
the project takes up quite a bit of her time, and this is why she
gets behind, so she avoids me because she hasn't done the
exercises that I've left with her.

This baby started out working in the project with her sister.

The sister was very interested in the project and tried very hard to
keep up with the exercises that I left with her each week. Now
the sister is working and the mother is at home with the baby.
The mother is not very Interested and doesn't work very well with
the baby. A lot of tines the baby is asleep and the mother will
tell me that she is not at home because she doesn't want to awake
the booby. The baby is easy to work with and very cooperative. She
enjoys the materials 'very much bat the mother doesn't seem to care
one way or the othw *ether, the baby does the exercises or not.
She mill listen *ben explain the exercises to her and tell me
that she is going 1,4 do it, but the next week she doesn't remember
then, and eke expect.4 me to do the exercises with the baby to see
if he has learned how to do it.

I believe Julia works with her baby but the baby is just limy,
She will look at the materials and play with them but never will
she do what we want her to do. This baby will eventually get the
exercises I've left with her but it takes quite a long time,
longer than with the other babies that worked with. She doesn't
30 ii very interested in any of the object that I've presented to
her so far. There trt no toys that she particularly likes and none
that SW niftily likes to play with. She will play with just a
few toys every now and then. Other times she just sits, looks,



and crawls about, not paying such attention to anything. lulls clime
semeetbers the exercises I've left with her and she even tries new
things. Weever, she gets dis;..m-Iged when the baby takes so long
to do the exercises and she feels that her baby is behind every

other baby in our project. X have to constantly tell her that

baby is working in the right series for her age, but she doesn't

believe me because she realizes herself hew len; it tat= thr, bab7

to do each of the exercises.

°Mean is very easy to work with: she doesn't miss very maLT

appointments, and her baby is very cooperative. Se enjoys the oxeye

*lees, he onj4ys the materials and most of all he enjoys his mother

playing with him. The mother enjoys the project very much, and
she has noticed the difference in this baby and the baby she had

before his. She says that he can now do things that her other
bablow zero doing when they were one year old, and this baby is just

Oa months of age. Whenever she misses appointments it's because
she hal been called to work on her part-time job and doesn't have

any way to notify me. I never mind if I have to tiy_dee tkaaeto or four

trips to her houses, because I know she would contact me if she

could.

In trying to answer the five questions given us: first of all I
feel that if the mothers would work with their babies every week
constantly, the babies would progress much faster than they do when
the mother will do the' exercises one week and miss you the next week
and the third week she his forgotten what she was supposed to be doing.
In answering the second question - Why do you think mothers drop out?
I think mothers drop out because they are not really interested in
the project when it begins and as the time goes on they get tired
of you coming each week and they forget their exercises and feel
that you will be angry at them, so, they avoid you and eventually

they just tell you that they would rather not be bothered because
they don't have time to work with the baby the way they should.
Same mothers that are very interested in the project have to leave
the wet for one reason or another and for this reason I think our
project should be more widespread, within limits, of course, but
I think we might reach more mothers if we expanded our area a bit

more. To answer the third question, some mothers are easy to work
with because they are interested in their babies and they want their
babies to outdo everybody else's baby. And, the mothers that are

not interested think the whole thing is silly that you cannot

teach a thrue Routh old baby anything. Once they develop this

attitude it's very hard to change their minds. They believe that

babies are to be seen and played with but should not talk or anything.
One of the difficulties mothers run into is that their working

hours make it difficult for them to participate lz the project,
They feel that when they've worked all dey or all night that it's
wen annoying to have someone come in to tell you to play with your
baby. Another difficulty is this business with visitors in the home,
e.g., picking the wrong day and the wrong time.
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Gloria is ciao aro most interested and concerned mothers. She is

usually on time for her appointments and never misses appointments.

Progress is rapid. She doesn't seem to have any problems, Her

husband is a very conscientious faker and is actively involved.

Taw bothers easy to work with because of their understanding of

the importance of these activities to the normal growth and develop-

ment of their child,

Henrietta is somewhat like Mori% Smith. She too is concerned

about her baby's growth-- mentally, physically, and socially. She

1110110111011 misses appointments because she works in the field, but

she tries not, to, This baby's progress in fine, Wm again is

another actively involved father, MA's mustily home during the

mornings and works at night, There seem to be no problems -- not even

family problems, It's a lovely hone environment. Mere are three

other siers and brothers,

Mrs. zones is very concerned about he baby, however, she does work.

VAnever sho'S not home her mother takes care of the baby or her

father and she always gives me permission to work with her mother or

father, whoever might be keeping the baby, Her baby is an avenge

baby. HO reacts just great because the mother takes out time with

the baby and helps train and show and explain many things to it which

helps the baby a great deal, I think the baby is many adequate toys.

All of them go along with Mrs, Jones and her husband takes a greet

deal of time with the baby too when he's at home. They're not asking

very much money. ltrs. .Zones and her husband seem to have more edu-

cation than most of the mothers that I'm working with, Mrs. Jones

is concerned and asks me several questions like - what can I do with

my baby, She takes more interest than most mothers.

I Can't think Mrs, Smith is concerned whatsoever about the baby.

Hest of the time when I go to the home she is there with friends

listening to T,V,, playing cards, She really doesn't take the time

out with the baby to take tUe baby up and do the exercises or any-

thing, And if t'm there working with the baby, she /eaves me with

the baby and goes out and talks to the neighbors or watches T.V.,

or whatever she's doing. I think that she feels that 19m just

another person coming in, that's all, She feels this is great

because many times she'll say, "come on and let's watch T,V," and

tells me what's been happening in the picture, I reelly don't know

how the baby's doing because one day I'll go in and he won't respond

and then other days he might do some things, I don't think she's

really working with him. I've gotten to the point where /Iv just

about given up on her. I go in and I try to get her interested in

the baby or whatever I'm sing, Maybe for a few minutes she might

listen to me, but the children might come into the home and she'll

go nth them. I've tried every way that is possible to try and

get her involved but it doesn't seem like it's working.
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she'd be bank or *ere she's rune. Swaim. the mother would Ng,
she did*'t get * chance to work with the baby and she wss just *shamed
to face me. She said that she bad to go back to work, hut I
with another friend of hers and ohe said that this lady *ad her husband
had a runimin and she didn't want to face me because of that macs,'

Moat of my mothers feel that Is just a frienle They didn't **sally
say that they resented it in any way, but I could tell from the ex
pressions of many of them *en I said a supervisor would come out
to give the sixesonths testy that there was Just a change of
expression on their funs attogether, They ask what are we oupposed

to do or how an I supposed tf, dress the baby and if timer. oaring
in at a certain tilt* because I have te do this or that. They have
one excuse after the other, They fecl kind of nervous and scared,
I talked with one after 3on left. She wanted to know it her baby
really did what we wanted it to do or not. At one time she thought
that I was telling her the truth. She'd say he didn't do too good
"Vs really asheind." All the times that he wouldn't show oft this
baby was participating.

Mrs. Smith is concerned about the traW' aven though her older
children are is the home. If she doesn't have time, her older daughter
does the or:erotica with the baby. She usually sews and works is Wilson's.
There have been good results with the baby because hsb has more people
to work with his and they have more toys and equliatat in the boas
which really help.

During the tie* I was working with I1rs. Jones her baby was more active
than she is now. The baby seems to be in a zlight have now because
of the different ones hollering and scolding the baby, so the baby
is really not responding much at all now, Mrs, Jones *mss to be
very interested in the project. She always seems to be concerned
about the baby, rhen rain the hone, she always wants to know what

to do next, "May I use your toy to work with the baby till next week"
or she always wants me to'leave something for the baby to do. If
the baby can't do something, she'll say she'll try and get her to do
it more the next time. But since she's been working, the baby's
just really not being worked with. I dn't think Mrs. Jones at
the present time is working with the baby at all. The last day I
was talking with her I think really she wanted to tell se maybe
she wants to drop out, but doisn't know bow to tell me. I think
she's afraid of hurting my feelings. Many days she'd say that
Shed gone out to pick her baby up in the afternoons and the baby is
not clean, she's strays wet, and she's not sleeping properly. I
suggested a new bahysitter but she said she couldn't afford it
financially. She's working in a laundry,

During my first visit with Mrs. Smith it ins very hard for me to
agree with Mrs. Smith on her working hours. It was also hard for
mw to catch her at home. Mrs. Smith is win, such concerned
about her baby but her working hours have seemed to become somewhat

a pftblem for we to go into her home.



I have been having problems with finding lira Smith at home and kserIng

appointments with her, Usually she makes appointments and nevior is

home *en I arrive, Several times I have asked her to give me a ring

bet she /ails to do so, Whenever I call Mrs. Oath her children say
that she is not rt home,

1Cr0. Jones is very Interested in the theories and exercises.

Mrs. Oath is very enthused over the project, but there have been

many rough days working with her, She moves everytiee within the

city end leaves to address for as to find her. Several times I

have made appointments with Mrs. Smith and they have been cancelled

because other working hours.

Darlenes father is a mechanic, Her mother is an outfiowing and
plain spoken person. Their house is too small for the needs of this

family, because they have four daughters, Tice house consists of the

parents, four daughters, a girlfriend about 17 years old, the husband's
father *a lives with them -- he drinks quite heavy and also

her father who lives with them. The friend will not stay with her

divorced parents, so they are content to allow her to live with the

family. This home consists of a living room with a sofa, a dining
room, a kitchen, a small back porch with a washing machine, two
bedrooms, and screened front porch, wish city utilities. ZIP children's
and the fried's room contains two double beds and the mast' bed-

room has or& double bed and a crib, The front screened pow a

a single cot on it. In all there are only two available sleeping
quarters besidesihe two bedrooms, The husband's father is only 49

years of age but he cannot hold a job due to the tact that he does
indulge in alcohol to this extent.

This household is composed of the baby, father:, mother and one brother.
The husband is older than his wife but this is her second marriage.

She is just 21 or 22, Her first husband died when they were only
married sin months, She had no children by the first marriage, The

house is a two bedroom, frame building, The children sleep In one

bedroom and the parents in the other, There is a kitchen and also

a combinaAmi living and dining area and one bathroom, she is a

Very good mother, She believes if you spare the rod you spoil
child, She is very interested in this project and she always tikes
the time to listen very attentively and ct%; appreciates anything
that you will tell her that will help her to better her children,

She's also inquisitive and demar4s explanations, She has to have a

reason why v do this If she does not understand it, But once she

has this reason she goes right along and asks for more and the other
day when I told her that the year was up and we would he calling and
keeping in touch with her, her face just fell. And of all the mothers

that I would have to give up, this is tho person that would benefit
most from being in contact with someone that could give her some
information, because her mother had died when she was quite young.
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She needs someone to confide in and not so such confide in as to tell
experiences she mild like to have, She's always alarm me fo.: hooks.

This femilY is composed of the parents, the baby aid one sister. They

live in a small trailer about 8 X SO on the oesetem praises on
the Parnsworth Hoed. This road is AA off the Newberry Road.
This house is always topsy-turvn Minis are thrown hither and yen.
Once in a while shell clean up, but she cleans up and makes no effort
to make her children keep it this way or she herself keep it this
way If they spill sonething on the floor, she doesn't even bother

to get up and wipe it up. She is strictly a housewife but she does

want to go to work. She says she has to, to help pay bills. She
really is needed with her children because they are botk small and
they would have to ham a babysitter. Anything that she would sake

would certainly go to pmy the bebyaitter. Her husband is in construe-

Um* work and he is also the caretaker of the cemetery. Theo mow

the cemetery and keep it looking neat for their rent, water, and
lights. Her language about moral standards iniicate a loose atti-
tude. She is an outflowing person in speech and oho is a likeable
person -- easy to get along with. I do not feel that she works

with Barbara to any great extent because she does not realise the

value of this project. Shea just doesn't.

This family is composed of mother, brother, sister and baby. The

mother is a divorcee who had Hobert after she was divorced from her

husband, by another man. Her husband biAd divorced her to marry a

woman be had gotten in a family way. Since the divorce, she and her

children live with her parents and two younger brothers. Mrs. 8mith

is a very likeable person and very attractive. Kay is unsettled

and finds her obligations a burden. Say has had several boyfriends
since the time the project began. Her ex-husband gives $20 a
week for the two children. At present, he and his second wife are

separated, and he visits the children often. Ely is still fond of

him. She is now working at the Sunnyland Training Center. Her

mother told her that they would just have to get out. Everybody

was bringint their children there add she said Nay would have to
get out and :et a job and get se babysitter to take care of her children

and start using her time constructively. Eer mother is a hard

working person but she also has five other children. She has six

Children, one son married, two daughters that are married and living
with their, husbands, and Kay that has been married and is now divorced.
Nay is next to the two younger boys which are teenagers. Kay does

not work viii Robert because her boyfriends seen to come at any time
of the day and she will work for a little while, but it is off
and on. Maybe now that we have the babysitter back for a while she

will, work with him. I think the reason Robert has progressed so in

this series is that there are quite a few people handling his and
he gets moved around.
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This baby lives with her parents, and two brothers. The mother is

also expecting another child in October, They moved last Mckth from

the smill.house *OAP they WA, living in nimbus to We Autice,

Into a thrili bedroom house. This house has six rooms and a bath

and o Pordh, loth the husband and wife are interested in tOir

Children, She wept along with %he project and would cork with

Pat until she beams hoary with this baby that is duo to be born

soon, She is sickly. She could not take birth control, They could

not use the ether things on her amass it seemed to do something

to the blood if they put a ring in the "web or *lathing, so the la

not sae to prevent child Meth, She also hie high blood pressure

and she's a short, stout girl 64- but a very likeable person. iler

husband works in Alachua at Copeland* and he cute* tc Like Sutler.

Re drives beak and tooth. They moved to Lake Sutler so that they could

geilt a large enough house for their growing family. *ey try to

supply their Children with the satirist things they missed as children.

They will even go into debt to do this. The husband is nice looking,

&bout 0°, fair cospleoted, blonds, but he is tongue-tied and this

Wept htm from advancing in his jobs I do not "sum whether Mrs.

Smith will be continuing with the project after a year or not,

duo to the fact that ahe says Kr. Smith thinks it will be entirely

too much for her with four children under 61244

lona Jones is an otly child and he lives with his parents, They

are quite young, but they are devoted. Mr. Jones is a clerk at

Robertson's groderys Their income by budgeting will meet the needs

of everyday life but this is about all Sonny is a mature child

for his age, rind he is progressing quite rapidly as his mother

mends a lot of time with his since he is an only child, I think

that Mrs Jones works with Ronny and she is certainly interested

in this project,

Monts Caiitii ;as two brothers and one sister. Two of the children

are by thl nemwitge but two are by her first marriages Mr. Smith

is an stotsste drinker, Aim drinking 0030V before the other family

nimodsi The three older children are very mere of their father's

drinking. They make re arks and tell yod stout it constantlya

whatever you are at their house. Mr*, Stith worked at Copetands

until about five meek* ago. She is now staying at home and keeping

her children, She feeds her children, but she is not a good house-

keeper. However, she is a devoted mothers She is concerned about

the type of provider Mr, Smith is. Ho will tell hor he is not going

to drink:anymore like lost people of this type do, and then he

doesn't men 'know he has come home in the middle of the night and got

up and left because he has drunk so heavily. Ors. Smith woVas

with Pricills but mot day after days I on cure it is off and on

hems** Priaillt has continued to progress but it's very slow for

"ft "Illaila* of "114": care of her "at L. 3611th 4o'aas She holds her

in her arms but when Oho could be teaching her the series or other

things she is content to just sit in the rocker and rook or be next

door talking to the neighbors,

1



Anthony Smith lives with his parents and a brother and sister. SO,.

Smith is a mechanic at the University of Florida and airs. Smith is
a housekeeper. She is a good mother. wile, and keeps her house
picked up quite tidily. She freezes and cane all available food
tor later use. Mr. Smith was injured in an accident a eouiple emu
ago, /waft his with a lisp. This fully has above the lowoolais
badkground. Tbey have family that teach school, tmt this accident
was ghat put them is this income bracket. He owned his own filling
station and mechanic shop when he was injurad, sad :hen he was Nod"
ridden for some time seta that when he went best to wig, he could not
do the bear: Unix:: end he wa4 compelled to seek employmoet of a
different type. They wore in court about this accident and it was
settled is their favor but at present they are waiting for it to be
settled finally. Anthomy has not mogressed in this program as
mass I had hoped for. He is a lime with g len! graft; Ng
is also a fat baby and his hands are very fat and this has kept him
from grasping and holding on. Re roadbed the aze of sir:soothe
before he really started using his hands, where most of the other
babies in the projmot been using their bands before thimo

Dutton Jones has one sister and one brother. Mrs. Zones la strictly
a beasekeePar and a good mother. W. Jones owns a flyS4 Ina:true:1cm
',Shoal at the Gainesville Airport and is a flyer in tee Paw, Reeervs
This family is very average and they are good Catholics. biztand Mrs.
Jones both came from broken how's. They each wire raised without
their father. fine then, Mr. Jones' mother tax remarried and sines
his fathlor's death he died a few years ',go 4.40 she has remarried
and now has a young daughter by her lamed **Mateo We jam has
over UMW invested in this businest Mos. Jones told as last
week vben I ems there. Beaton is a very small child, in fact,
this family is small in stature qw.., all of them. ne husband just
pt into flight 400°1, beam', if he'd been any shorter he would
have never cads it. Diatom t4as progrissed but not as rapidly as I
had hoped. This is the orly baby, that is in my babies; that has
been nursed by their, metaer. She has nursed all three of the chil-
dren and she finds Ws very desirable, easier, and she likes it.
She doesn't understand why other moth do oat like thAs cloamnoss
uitil their children. then I first met Autos, he communicated with
his mother quite a bit. Re you'd just talk to her sitting in her
arms. it at this time I have not heard him make a sound ether than
laugh in a good many weeks.

I feel that our personalities are the greatest thy; that alfacts
the babies in this project -- maybe due to the way that V4 pi ojact
them into other people's viewpoints. war have to be very careful
sad 1st our person:C=16s go into the background sometimes, especially
thga do not feel the sane ray a mother does about acme certain

ti4diag,

0111111.,



I think that mothers drop out because of martiy reasons. It could be
pommels too much work feel defeated because they cannot get to
everythang, not smelly able to coordinate their time. But I think
also a lot of our dropouts could be due to conflict ritb the trsiesra.
it this I mean that we have off days and maybe it might be the mother's
off day at the MIA times end unless you are able to put your personality
into the background and r,iie it from she mother's light and maybe
console her, you lots of times v.-Q.4A have a dropout

,
especially if

she's had hut morning and you are just the clivian to that makes
everything go wrong.

Mrs. Jones is the type of person that if she does not 4terstiiind anything
she will ask you. But there. are so many people that will net ask
you die to the tad3t that they either feel that it will degrade them or
cause than to feel such as you do. I think that what makes a mother
easy to work with is whether she will accept things as you speak theme
take them for granted or whether she wants zzasons for doing certain
things.

Ms was as very interested mother when I first interviewed her at
hospitta., twit al.sto did indicate to ao that ehe *said be leaving

right adra and going to 'to Veers within about 3 mentks. after I
told her I would like to meet her at her home. Atter she left the
hospital and went home I made an appointment to :wit het at home
on a visit. After we talked for an hour she deeided to try and make
other *bongos and try to stay here for this project. She was very
interested and thought it was the right program for her baby. She said
she would contact se later and let se know if she could work out SOCipi
thing wherein her baby could still be in this project. I than waited
fora month and checked back with hero is time I had great news.
She had insisted on roving here to Archer for the program. She and
her husband both moved here from Ft. Myers. I'm not sure that all
a it was the progibmii but I do think that it played a parts This
I enjoyed most of all, because I felt that I had really riitouraged
this mother about the project. After being in the project this sAther
was se is terestea that after we started she looked toward sem
week for my coning in, end I do feiol very earnestly that this mother
is taking with her baby. From time to time we would talk about
the tneovies. The mother would always ask questions about the theories,
letting ne, know she not interested in what she skzuld do but the
theories for the baby. After we did the testing on her baby she
was delighted to know that the baby would do as much for the state
amber as she would do for herself and ma. I enjoyed very such
woriblng with Ws. Smith and I think she enjoyed very such the
$.mprovetems t of the baby. She is now working, but she is still
inns teed in how and in what ways she can get me to cooperate with
her so that fdie taw be home on days that cho haa off for me to
continue work with her bay. We tried working with the Orendmothrzo
tat the baby doesn't xvspond as well for the Grandmother as it does
for the motbbr. So I have n,.Terangml to come on the days that she is
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off even though it night interfere with other times that I em supposed

to be zoo..sikere else. But I d4 hold back this time for them because

she is very interesting and *A enjoy it very mm eh.

This is a mother that lives in Williston and another interesting
mother. Sven though I did know her when I interviewed her, she told

me that she would go along with the project. After we started working

with the baby I could tell from the expressions on her face and the
ways that she moved that it was the theory that she enjoyed most

of all. Now ear week that we go in she finds herself let dawn if

the baby can't do the series when I arrive, but still I encourage

her. %ten the baby wouldn't do as well as it did the week before
I tell her there are times that even the trainers feel that ma
aren't doing a good job when the babies don't do the series the day
that we go back., This is a very interesting and responsive baby.

Be also is trying any new things that we haven't done in the pro-
ject and I think she feels the project has much to do with it and
she wee another mother that looks forward to my casing each week,
and their appointments are always the sale.

This is a 16 year old mother and this is her first baby. She lives

with her mother. She is very interested in the project. When I

first interviewed her in the hospital she was very young, and I
feel that she felt wonderful and anythinb concerning her baby was a
great experience for her because it was her first child. After we

got started with the project she felt it was my responsibility to wo2k
with her baby Lzoaute of my being her sister. But afterwards I let

her know that I couldn't work with her baby and continue to be in

the project because of the sax month testing. If I went into the
home and worked nth the baby and a staff member came in and tested
the baby it would probably not respond to the staff zomber because
of my working with him, so I explained to hoz, how important it was
for the mother to work with her baby and then she seemed to cooperate
with me very well and I haven't had much tmuble out of her since.

This is another le year old mother and this is her first child.
She's the mother that I didn't feel was interestAM after we started
with the project. She also felt it was my responsibility, and she
looked forward to telling the baby that the teacher was coming even
though I explained to her each time that I was not his teacher and
juts his trainer. AMorwLats she started to miss her appointments
and would go out of torn ov she wasn't at home. Then I sorts talked
with her on the last time that 1 visited with her and I told her how
important it was for her baby to be in the series end to do the
series, and for her to get imparestecl in lt. Alter' talking with

her and abasing her how important it was, she then thought herself
that it was her responsibility and she is now a very interested
mother and looks forward to uy visits every week.



This is a mother of 1G and didn't seem to be interested in the pro-
ject, but after we started in the series she then seemed to get more
interested. She is eleo a mother that lives alone, and iliOSMB to have

4074 problems than my mother I have ever worked with, but still
*mew I went in it would seem to ne that she did try to at least
work with the baby, even if the baby didn't do the series. This ono
wag doing very well until a few months later when her sister inftlaw
come up and mowed in with her. This I. think aorta difeeouraged her and

she would always make an excuse whenever I went in. tehe would always

say that the baby can do them, but she never would make any move to
it mo see the baby do them while I was Zero. Jo I told her it
was my duty to see what the babi could do and couldn't do. Afterwards,

she lould start missing her appointments. This I aorta hated, because
this baby I felt needed it met of all. After we got back to the
series, the baby then seemed to be getting and each tims

that I would go in the baby would alwaye cry. So I explained to her
and tried to mecum. Mai to get the baby to see a doctor. Afterwards
I still don't know if sin ever did Mis because even when we ware
trying to do the testing the baby still cries and feels like it
shouldn't be left alone or it didn't want the mother to leave his
and so we haven't been able to work with the baby mince. But I still

am trying very hard to get her to see if there is anything wrong
with her baby and to find out the reason it cries so much, but it's
a hard problem, I'm not sure and I'm not wanting to say that she
hasn't seen a doctor because she says she has, but theme seems to be
no improvement in what seems to be wrong with the baby and I feel like
if there is anything that I can do that I'll be willing to do
this to help her baby get better or find out what's wrong with it.

This mother lives in Williston, and this is her first baby. She
happene1 to be at her sister-in-law's home the day I was conducting
an interview there. She then had not yet had her baby but was
expecting it men. When I went for my monthly visit with the sister-
in-law, she was there and asked me if she could get into the project.
At the time I told her I didn't know because they were selecting
mothers from the medical center, and the tablets that they had
selected eere the once ee were working with. She often tells me how
ludky she was because she was one of the mothers chosen to work on
the project. She was thrilled with my coming to 'Jerk with her baby.
After we started with the series she did everything in her power
to try and make the exercises come out well. I explained to her
that we could push the baby too much and this would be a dis-
advantage. Then she let the bab go on its own, and I felt that
part of the series wasn't being done. So I explained to her that
we did wane her to work with the baby, but work to a certain
extent. 7 think she understood very well because now this le
and of the happiest babies in the project that I'm working with.
I think this baby will be a great suceeee. Tile mother feels that

this project Nts done a lot for her baby and otter mixemonths
testing, there wasn't anything this baby couldn't do. That made
me feel good even though I know the babies weren't being judged
on bow geed they are, bat I still enjoyed it.



This win is one of the youngest mothers that I'm working with
in the projector At first I worked with the mother and the baby,
but then thamother got a job and I bad to work with the babyeitt6r.
This was hard because the babysitter kept other children,
end she really didn't have time to notice what I was teaching her
because often she would have to stop to see about the other Children.
This didn't last long because the mother's sister started keeping
the baby whichisin the same home as the mother and baby live in.
It's much easier working with the Aunt. She seems very concerned
and interested in what I'm doing and what I'm teaching her to teach
the baby. Aometimes I think she's confused because she often asks
me about health problems concerning the baby, and I try to explain
tha beat I can that what nil doing has nothing to do with health
but it's in a sense educating the baby. The baby is 'progressing
very well. She is one of the babies that was slightay slow at the
beginning in learning the exercises. Sometimes feel that the Aunt
doesn't work with the baby on all of the exercises that I teach, but
the baby does learn then; I find out in conversations When I
go bar* that the Aunt has tried the exercises with the baby.
Sometimes when I visit the hone the Aunt and the baby are sleeping,
but wten Igo back I always find them there, with the exception of a
couple of times. This baby is a very spoiled baby because tne
Aunt doesn't work and several times when I've gone there we had to
milt until the baby is ready to play. As I said before, thLs
baby is progressing wall, I enjoy working with the Aunt, and I
think the project, he helped this baby progress faster than she
weld have had she not had this training.

Sore mothers are easy to work with and some mothers are not. I
think the ream 2or this is because people are different. Women
are different. They have different attitudes. They dan't think
alike, and they don't act alike. Some of them are concerned and some
are not. Some just don't want to learn anything new and they just
don't care. So this is the way I would sum up the statement that
some mothers are good to work with and others are not.

Cme of the difficulties confronting the mothers is that they have to
work, and this makes it hard for them to participate in the project.
They he other children that have to be cared for, and this also
cakes their participation in time project difficult.

A lot of ttiges mothers say they don't have time. They don't
mean this. They just don't want to have the time; they don't want
to be bothered; or they have something else they want to do at the
time we make no rksit. They'll say anything so we'll leave sooner.
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Hat I SEE MYSELF SCALE

Nothing gets at too mad 1 2 3 t

I don't stsy with things and
finish there 1 3 3 4 5

cry good at droving 1 2 3 4 5

I don't like to 'fork with
others 1 2 3 4 5

I wish I were sa,/.ler (taller) 1 2 3 4 5

worry a lot 1 2

I wish I could do something
with ay hair 1 2

People like se 1 2

I've lots of energy 1 2

I am ignored at parties 1 2

I'm Just the right weight 1 2

Women don't like me 1 2

I'm very rood at speaking
?afore a gmup 1 2

My face is pretty (good
looking)

r'n very good in music

1

1

2

2

I get along well with teachers ), 3

I donut like teachers 1 2

I don't feel at ease, ccom-
Imitable inside *milt 1 2

I &a- et like to try new things 1 2

I have trouble controlling
Jig feelings 1 2

I did well in cthool work 1 2

3 4 5

3 4 8

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 8

3 5

3 4 5

3 4 5.

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

0 4 6

3 4 5

3 4 6

I get mad easily and explode

I stay with something till I
finish

I'm not such good in cam:wing

I Ilk, to work vIth others

I'm Just the right height

I don't worry such

My hair is nice looking

People don't Ilk* s4

haven't such enerqw

I ma a hit at parties

I wish I wore Lanier (lighter)

Women like me a lot

I'© rakIt muck. good at speaking
befora a gm*

I wish I 1Koro prettier (good
looking)

I'm not such good in music,.

; don't, get alosg with teachers

I like teachers very much

I foal very at east,. comfor-
table inside myself

I like to try new thitzc,

I can hwadlo sly genius.

didn't ao well is school



I want non to like as

I don't llke the w I loch

I don't went eta woolen to
like as

l's very healthy

I don't dance well

I writs well

I like to work alone

I use *7 time wall

I'm rot much good at staking
things with sty hands

I wish I could do sceotbing
about my skin

Housework isn't interesting
to no

1 2 3 4 6 I don't want sen to like se

1 2 3 4 6 I litre the wi I look

1 2 3 4 5 I eaut other men to like se

1 2 3 4 5 I ;at sink a lot

1 2 3 4 5 I'n a very good dancer

1 2 3 4 5 I don't write well

1 2 3 4 5 I don't like to twit alone

1 2 3 4 5 I don't know how to plan ay tine

I'm very good at asking things
1 2 3 4 5 with ay 1s

12345

1 3 3 4 5

I don't do wy housework well 1 2 3 4 5

gain is niao lookiag

Housework is very interesting

I do tr. good Job at housework

l'at not as smart as the others 1 2 3 4 5 I's smarter than scat of the
others

M e n like s e a lot 1 2 3 4 5 Han don't like se

Hy clothes are not as I'd like 1 2 3 4 3 My clothes arc nice

I liked school 1 2 3 4 5 s didn't like sQhcol

I rish I were built like
others

I don't read well

1 2 3 4 5 i 9 a bnppy with the way Y au

1 2 3 4 5 I read very well

I 61=04 learn new things
esolly 1 2 3 4 5 1 learn new things easily



Name

Scbcal grade tmpletod 1t 60 a Children Trainee

SOCIAL Amnon INVIIIITOST

Instructions

This is a questionnaim to find out the way in vhidh certain

events in our society affect ditteremt people. Each questionings ten

choices, willed a or b. Please choose tbo one of each pair (and onlIE

one) which you more strongly believe &o t onto as far as you are

concerned. use sure to sweet the one you actually believe to be mare

true rather than the one you think you should choose OW the one you

would like to be true. This is a measure of personal belief; obviously

there are no right or wrong answers.

Por each question, after I read both remarks to you, put a

circle around a if you believe remark a more strongly; put s circle

around b if you believe remark b more :strongly. After each question

tell me when you have made yvair choice. Men I will read the neat one.

Peel :Xi* to ask me to road asp question over again. De sure to print

your name and other information asked for at the top of the page,0 Please

o this now.

In some instances you may discover that you believe both

remarhe or neither one. In such cases, be sure to selot them one you

awe otrcmigly believe to k3 the case as far as you ars concermad. Also

txy to respond to one question at a time when making your choice; do

not be inflUbemesd by your previous choices. REMSMSER In each case,

choose the remark which youyersoigartv believe to Ex* true



12112me bran elirve that:

1. eo Chlld_men get Into troubln bee3ese the pmts pusigh
then too audits

b. The trouble vith coot children tod4.7 is that their parents
are too easy with them.

as Many of the unhappy things In people's lives are partly
due to bad luck.

be People's troubles result from the mistakes they make.

3, a. One of the biggest reasons by we have wars is because people
don't take anou0 Interest in goveert,

b. There will always be wash, no matter how hard people try to
prevent them,

4. a. In the long run people get the respect they deserve in this
world.

b. It is the sad truth that, an individual's worth often pampas
without being recognized no utter im herd he tries,

5. a. The idea that teachers are unfair to students is "hot air."

b, Most students don't realize howler:oh their grades aro In-
fluenced by accident or chance.

6. a. Without the right break's one cannot be a good and able leader.

b Able poople uko fall to boo loaders 7GAVO not taken advantage
of their opportunities.

7. a, No matter how hard yon try, sows people just don' bike you.

b. People who can't get others ,to like them, don't understand how
to get along with others.

8. a, What a person is born with plays the biggest part .n deters
alining what they're like.

b. It is one's experiences in life which determine what they're like.

S. e I have often found that whet is going to happen will happen.

b. Putting trust In fate has nutter turned out uo well for me as
making a plan to take c cAstain course of action,



10. a. is Vile GC= of th* well prepared student there is

such a thing as an unfair test.

be Many times test questions te,741 to he so different

we.. .94k, that etudying in really a waste of time.

11. a. Becoming a success is a sitter of taard work, luck

or nothing to do with it.

b. GOtting a good job depends mainly on being in the

rt the right time.

12. a. the average citizen can have an influence in government plans.

b. This world is run by the few people in power, and there is not

mush thk little guy can do about it.

13, et. When I make plans, I am almost certain that I can make them work.

lot) It is int always wise to plan too tar ahead because many things

turn out to be a matter of good or bad luck anyhow.

14. ao There are certain people who are just no good.

b. There is some good in everybody.

15. a. In my case, getting what I 7ant has little or nothing to do with luck.

b. Maur times we might just as well decide what to do by tossinz a coin.

18. a. Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough to

be in the right place first.

b. Getting people to do the right thing depends upon bsipg able,

luck has little or nothing to do with it.

17. a, As far ac world affairs are conciikmed, most of us are pushed

around by forces we can neither understand, nor central.

bfr 2y tratig an active part in government and social effete' the

people eau cAntrol world events.

18, a, Most people don't realize the point to which their lies are

controlled by accident and chance.

b. There is really no ouch thing as "luck."

19, a. One should always be /Ailing to admit his mistnkes.

b. It is use best to cover up ones mistaken.

hardly ever

from c1 is

Las little

right place



a. It lo hard to Mow ft/bother of not a person rtally likes pi,

he Nor many friends you lux. depends upon bow aloe a person you are.

a. In the long Fral the bad things that happen to us are aids r?
for by the good ones,

b, Moat troubles are the result of lack of know-how, lack of Moira
ledge, befing lazy, or all three.

224 a, With enough effort we can oleos up dirty government*

b* It is difficult for people to have much control over the
things government leaders do in office.

23* a, Sometimes I can't understand how teachers arrive at the grades
they give.

b, The I 0 I study the better grades 1 got,

24* a. A good leader expeets people to decide for themselves what
they should do,

b. A good leader makes it clear to everybody what their Jobs are.

25, a. Many times I feel that I have little influenco over the things
that happen to met

b, it is impossible for as to believe that chance or luck plays
an important part in my life*

2. s* People are lonely because they don't try to be friendly.

be There's not such use in trying too hard to please people
if they like you, they like you*

270 a* There le too lt.itth foragis on athletics in high sahrol.

b. Team sports are an excellent way to build character*

28. a. What happens to me is my o doir4g,

he Sometimes I feel that I don't have emu& control over the
direction aj life is taking,

29. a* Most of the time I can't understand by politicians behave
the way they )4,

b. In the long run the people are responsibIle for bad government
on a ne.tions1 as well an a local level*
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-144saltiy-Report----ParcoCiductitor -/loam Visit

Observer Date 'Last

Mother Mother's

tiate Visit Number

lime- Minutes..
.....1111110

Was this a visit? Yes No
if yes which one?' onth,. .12 Month,

le Moth, 24 Mont

I. I Mother, 2. F- Father, 3. Se Sibling (Brother
and/or Sister), 44 G* Grandmother, 5. An Aunt,
6. BS- Baby Sitter, 7. 0. Other, 8. Nobody.

People in the home

A) Withwicas did you ork? M F S GM A es Other

B) Is this the person you usually work with In this
home?

i. Ves at. No

is this the person who cares for the baby most of
the time? I. Yes 2. No

0) Now many adults were present at least part of the
time in the roam in which you worked (besides the
person with whom you worked)?

E) lbw many children were present at least part of the
time In the room in which you worked (besides the
baby)?

F) Who was present all the time (include the person
with whom you worked)?

F S GM A OS Other Nobody

G) Who was present more tinn half the time, Out not all
of the time (iniude the person with whom you worked)?

F S GM A DS Other Nobody

Who was present less than half the time (Include the
person with whom you worked)?

MFSGM4BS Other 1: y,
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2. General information

A) How much activity was in the room in which you prevented

the exerciseo?
1. Nothing was going on besides the training....
2. Other activities were going on but did not attract

the attention of the baby....
3. Other activities in the room often pulled the

baby's attention away from the training....
4. There was such a great de0 of activity in the

room that it mode it difficult to present the

exercises

0) Where was the baby when you arrived?
1. Babyseat or high chair..
2. Being held

3. Crib, sofa77417playpen....
4. On floor...
5. Other
6. 0on't".......

3. Series information

A) How many exercises were successfully completed since

last tine
List exercises:

PSWiswPaissesowismsrattwialot teelimpawriiimemswamt &swarwatirammars wommeleirmla

Wwwasosammsess Pens

B) Which new exercises were presented and how many tames

did you repeat the instructions for each new exercise

to the mothering one?

Exercises Presented

C) How did the mothering one react to your instructions?

1. Looked at you while you were talking. and/or

asked questionsA...
2. Did other things while you were showing her how

to do the exercise (example of other things:

straightened baby's clothes, looked around the

room, did housework)...
3. Walked out of the room while you were explaining

things to her
4. Refused to do 4,11

5. Laughed at and/or scoffed at instructions

6 Other......YhattIMMINNMISMIMMINVOMMOMMIONAMI~Inaa~1.60001.1.

0) Mothering one's ability to repeat exercises:

1. Could repeat exercises the trainer had explained to her....

2. Could do part of the exercise by herself but needed

the trainer's help.........

3. Couldn't repeat exercises the trainer had explained to her



PME 3

E) Wha-was--tir-ciald's-response to. objects used?

1. Did not lock at or any way Indleata Interest In

the objects

2. Glanced at,:imalMaigects briefly but did not

explore

d3. Pia VW WI Ole Miltavartirte C tilt presentel, but Post

4.
interest in them after a brief reactiol...........

tiept up Interest In each item presented.........

5. Didn't. want to give up materials....
--F) -When-theHmothering one goes over last weeks exercises

with her child she:
1. Doesn't know what she's doing...
2. Know whet she's dom....

G) When the mothering one goes over last weeks exercises

with her child she:
1. Tries them on the child more than 'nce If it

doesn't go tvil the first timg,..........
2. Gets discoetegiA orlisisatforied ofter.dd009ktelm

once even if It &Isnot go well the firs time.....

3. Does theca more than once even If It goes very well

the first time

How many Interruptions were there ftring training that

made the mothering one stop the exercise for a time?

None

.111

1) What
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6:

7.

lands of interruptions were there?
Mothering one had to care for another ch114......

An adult wanted something...T..
The phone rang...
Visitors camg............
The baby .hod to be fed...
The by want to sleep...

Nom
ors

J) What other types of activities ware pros:Med by the

trainer to the mothering one?

I. Songs 4. RhythD ewes

2. Nursery Rhymes.... 5. Other What?

3. Toy Making.... 6. None

K) Check
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

If you observed:
HoNamade toys around the housg.........

Mobiles hanging by baby's bed

Motheting one using songs or genes you showed

her

NOAZ\. of the aboveemorriononsimmemuirsonvoir

pa"
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4. 0abylc Health amdilsvelopment

A) Did the mothering one say the baby was sick?

1. She said the baby we sick

2. She said the baby was not rarwl

3. eras did hot sew what4ar elm baby wt.: :tie:

or not

if thehertng one said the baby was
sick, explain:

B) Did you think the baby was sick?

1. Yes 2. No

Explain If you have a different idea than the mothering one

C) What has the baby learned to do since you S6W hta last In

addition to the series?

1 . Rolls from side to side

2. Sits alone for a short time without support

3. Crawls (creep on hands and knees)

4. Walk% a lontil

5. Climbs on Grans
6. Puns or Jumps

7. Climbs to a 1-ta7ralgir
8. None of the above

D) Now many clear words does the baby use?

1. Makes sounds, but no clear words

2. Bobbles, but no clearwords

3. 1 word

4. 2 or 371771ralm-

5. 4 or 5 words
6. 6 to 9 words

7. 10 to 14 uoir-a--""
8. 15 to 20 twsrds

9. owe than 20 %44707armwm"---

5. Social information

A4 When
1.

2.

30
4.
5,

in When
1.

2.

3.
4,

mothlring one is In the roan the child:

Watches her
Tries to get to hcr.mm.m......

Goes on as If mothering one wasnit In the romqwm.....

Tries to get her attenttogmw......

mothering one comes near the child he:

5. SW
Watches he?... 6. Vocalizes

1. Reaches for her,1

Cries 8 , ignores he r

9. °ther Whattftwimmoftwasi00,
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6, Verbal information.

A) To 'that extent do people talk to the baby?
I. 'kg one talks to the baby
2. The one tlorking with the baby talks to, the baby

about things with which they are werking.w.
3. The one working with the baby talks to the baby

about things !lain those with which they are

le. Feop le other then the one working with the bAby
talk to the baby

F S GM A 13S Other Nobod

13) Who talks to the baby most of
the time (more than half the I " /

time
is* 1 1

1 1

Now people talk to or about the baby: sitt tslat t

C) Look directly Into Ms _face " a a

0) Talk about him as though her"TLAY
re no here tilt II

a

E) Talk sounds rather than war tits itt
n so ds t u

1 1

F)
G) Their tone of voice sounds I I I t I t

itadadolarmiLem
III I II I 0

H) liteir tone of voice sounds a I I 1 t

*van and in.......192,....
last it a I

1) :me the baby's name or ' I : a I a : .1

nlevame) when speaking to "It 11$ t i

him
ttit it 1 I

.0 Repeat sounds the bo.by malorri1.-17-1
ues to li,..j'pj!j41f

tilt at $ i

K) me prat to others what th="rram-rarrn -"r"°,1"6

bb sa tail ti 1

L) Listen to the baby wk a the
ab talks

I4)

N)

0) Now many words are otwin matt of the sentencestspoken
to the baby by the motOrIng ono?

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Give two sentences used by mothering one while talking to
the baby

1

t I t 1 t 1 1

7. awes*
3 S GM

A) 12stjauti tisom jIngjawm L /// /

B) lei4SJILWAJZI4idmft
esst 1 rwwwwIrmwwwm

---""winesurrrl--rrit .

C) ba s

Continued Page 6
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M F S GM A DS Other Nobody

0) Telling his 6-tother he has to 1 1 1 1 ' 1

use the potty: using the 111.11 11

E) flin at adults ;

F)

G)
11, 11 I

When the baby pleases the person

he is:
1 1 1

t

1 s

Kiss
si II s

41) Smiled a

Pett

14 Told was good inapprov

lawmor1lxj
of D ice III as

M) Given same reware(;;727,"177'1"1""I'"'17-w
t 1 1 1 1 1

$

.m....w...."."......

1 / 1

0) somber of times baby was rewarded while observer was

posit-at: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 or more

8. Punishment

Immitta14A13SallobodX
A)
B)

C)

H)

I)

41)

K)

Gets dirty
face)

cothes, hands, Ilia it s a

lass Is I

isists.s.....smimamatr,.......00.

1 1 t I

N

Puts h
Destroys or is about to

destro

The lierson punishing the baby:

Tries to reason and explalp
hn

11:, 'yes him fr s uation

Ra es -.ice toward bab

a a

a

I

Threatens with spanking or
si

P aches him

Its s hair

A u.11 s1a or s mks
Puts him in place away from sass 1

Makes fun of him before
triers

1,°15bymerrTh7gramiresc4mmouritftm.wftmLmmmLimomm,01

was present: 0 1 2 3 4

1'111 as 1

tommiseawsymemsswIng.$64wriaiwmperosposh
Litimiftwok4BIONIONIPIW~.

I *

4 I

punished
5 6 7

wh le observer
8 9 or Moro....
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9. How adults act towards child (when it Is na a reaction to

something tin Mid hes just done):

A) DurlhiltaltercisetAmcouralas
r,t rand
Bjr uurInglexercisesiii

h d
C) Calls to ch

a t tion

Pi,L,c1l.2UI.
E) l'iThse:9164histlioxpect of's 'II'

F) Sayst.....,, swathing pleasant ' 11

419"ht444:"1--G) Says does something unm

M F S GM A RS a*
I

.1

a a

couragesItlesill Is
1 or his her i e

I I

$ 1 Ililt III I

10. Missed AppIntments and Delays

A) Was the beginning of training de 1: today?

Yes tkoommorrommuserommeseouns

If yes, Why? Degauss the

to eat

2. Fe4r0;71;;;E:mm.m.m.
3. Do housework
4. Dress the baby

5. Get dressed herself

mothering one wanted to:

6. Finish talking
with friends or

Mat Ives

7. Care for o'

children
Let the baby

sleep

9 Other

C) Did you have to make more than one trip to the house

before you got to see the mothering one for this visit?

1. YeAMMmOdmilmmilaw 24 Nlmmimmummlimmilact=ftem

If yes, answer the following:

D) Now many trips did you make?

E) Did tha inottalettittattLatta..:9 measega for led on

any of thiotrips
1. Yes 2. No

F) When you finally got to sea the motheting One:

1, She said nothing about missing her

appointment

2, She gave a confusing explanation...pm_

3. She gave an understandable explanatloqww.
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Baby's Name

Birth Date Sex

Mother's Name Number

=7LairtiNeirm---"------OnTam.117g

Permanent Report - Parent Educator Rome Visit

Last tUrn.Te--"FTrest Nave
Coserver

Address Telephone

CODE: I. M = Mother, 2. F * 7other, 3. S 21 Sibling (brother and/or sister)

4. GM m Grandmother, 5. A = Aunt, 6. BS a Baby sitter 7. Ole Other

1, Members of Household (who live in house more than i the time)

RELATIONSHIP TO

AGEII MIN
111111111111111111

LAST SCHOOL

R OM E ED
YEARLY GRADE

2. People Living Outside Household Who Share Care of Baby:

RELATIONSHiP TO

NAME I AGE BABY JOB

LAST SCHOOL % OF !me.

GRADE CARE

COMPLETES

it



3. Neighborhood

A. The house is In the;

1. city 2. country,,......... 3. town 04. other

B. The outsides of the nearby buildings are:

1. clean 2. not clean

C. The roads are easy to drive on:

1. yes 2. no

3. in need of repair

O. The roads are difficult to drive on because:

1. it's hard to soe what's down the road

2. it Is too narrow .

3. too many cars are parked

4. there are many bumps, holes or other obstacles

5. It's unpaved

6. other What?

E. The.neerest houses are:

1. close by 2. within sight 3. out of sight

F. _The.houses.of the neighborhood are on:

1. small lots' 2. large lots

G. The neighborhood is.mostly:

1. residential 2. business 3, farming

4... Family Home

Outside

A. *The house is:
1. clean 2. not clean 3. In need of repair

B._ The family lives in den:
1. apartmentii.... 2. rooming house 3. one - family house

4. trailer 5. other What?

C. The house h yard areas in the:

1. front 2. sides 3. back 4. none

The house has ( = in number)

D. living rooiu G. bedream(s)

E. kitchen(s) ii.; enclosed porch(es)

F. dining rooms) 1. other What?

J. All together there are rooms.

IC The walls, callings and floors are:

1. clean 2. not clean 3. In need of repair

L, The house Is kept:

1. Not.. 2. not neat 3. clean 4. not clean



The
M. 1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

031111

house contains: (In useable

running water.....
Indoor to

hot water heater...
washing machine....

conditton)
W. 1. gas stove

2. electric stove

3. wood stove
4. electric lights

S. oil lights.,
6. refrigerator

7. kerosene lamp

8. other
What?

Ohone
car
other electric appliances..
Ice

The house is heated with:

0. 1. gas heater....

2. wood stovl....
no heating available...

4, space heater..
5. flreplate.....

P s. Q. The home furnishings include:

P. 1. beds.....

2. sofa.
3. cushioned chairs....
4. rugs.....

5. linoleum or tile coverings....

6. chests of drawers....

7. pictures....
8. dining table....
9. dining chairs...

R. Wad many sleeping places are there?

5. Protection feom dangers

A. The immediate Aeighborhood has the

I. railroad tracks....

2. abandoned buildings...

3. heavy traffie.....
4. caves, deep holes, sharp rocks

6. kerosene heater

7. electric heater

8. central heat

9. circulator
other Idle t?

Q. 1. storage closets

2. shades, or venetian blinds

3. curtains
4. window screens

5. lamps

6. kitchen chairs.

7. kitchen table
8. straight chOrs

9. small table:

following dangers to health or safest

5. unfenced bodies of toter...

6. uncovered trash

7. snakes or other anlalls...

8. poisonous plants.mmm.

B. Types of accidents in the home:

1. falls (inside and

2. poisonings (drinking detergents, etc.)...
3. deep cuts....

4. animal bites..
5. burns....
6. other

C. The faailly home has the following dangers to health or safety:

1. jagged objects...
2. little protection from rale.

3. little protection from co14....

4. fire traps (f:ultv wiring or heating methods)

5. spoiled food......
6. uncovered garbagg......

/1.1111141/ 411110.10100.1



5. continued

D. One or more of the fenily has talked about In neighborOod:
1. child molesters 2. burglars 3. drunks

6. Family living patterns

General Daiiy Activities

A. Most of the time the family eats:
1. together 2. In groups 3. one at a time

R. There is enough :lad for each person:
1. yes... 2. no...

C. Meals are usually:
1. cooked.... 2. cold...

D. .The mother is (check one)

1. married
2. bIngle...
3. divorced...
4. vemarried....

E. Is mother caring for children
1. yes 2. no

How +many

Sleeping arrangements: CODE:

F.

G. The total number of

5. separated
6. deserted

7. widowed

other than her own?

M = Mother, F = Father, 13 s Brother

S Sitter, GM = Crandmother
GF = Grandfather, A ' Aunts U s Uncle
0 = Other

rooms used for sleeping is:a.

Nit 4
Who steeps in H. bedroom 1

1. bedroom
J. b.ArAnm

K. bedroom
L. kitchen
M. ilitino room

N, other

VAINiplmVINNOIScramorgaii

O. Does the baby have a separate ptace to sleep?

1. yes 2. no

P. if no, whom does he sleep %filth? mormanwwwwarminnismoreuramossesummipmersursmioib

Q. Available clothing does not protect people in the family from:

1. cold woethmr 2. wet weather

R. Do the children have separate clothing for: (check x)

1. school? 2. getting dressed up? 3. play? 1



& T. For c,--usoment the
S, 1. 4,

2. rod io 5.
3. books. 6.

family his:
=gat itieswime T, 1. pets. 4. crayons,

2, gmenw,.... nci Is,
record player..

pe
3. toys. sciszors

U. Ono or more family members is active
1. church affairs
2. PTA or other community organizations...
3. clubs or teams..
4. unions, c/vi I rights or other social action groups,,
5. other..... What?

V. The family usually gittends church:
1. more than once a week..
2. only on special holidays....
3. once a week....

Caro of Older Children

7. Punishment

mince OT punisnment: me vim
4 " nallitarallinirri

JI . AMOS
1 11-

A in 1111111110111111111iME
1111111111111111111,

MINI 11111111011111

..
s nk n AIN=

C sl 111111111

) .r. chi1 111111111111,5111=1.1111.11111111111111

E. wit 'Ling object or
Id I tk's 11111igIXISLA 1111111

..mmF rise voice t. art- child 111111111111111111 III Ell OUP
G. threatens with span ng

1111111111111....2EittR. ,
es ins 11111111111111

Ili 111111.

0111
IN

111111111111142
NI 11111111.1 III

. I his heir
nc "fin of im be ore otTigm""--- PIM

. . u s it n a 1 ce awa from others all illil Min
M o her um illisrmisii at

.

N. none all III ///11111111111111111111

8. Rewards

. 5 6 7

fttny OT rewargu 1- = no , us ii , -. '-1,,,, rd
Ot -rF 0 atlii21111-- n. Mid inallill1111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

6 br... n cbo Aid OWN

IN PM
INN r NM

Eli
NM Iii MN

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMI
MS
MIN

NM pie
IIIIII El

III
111111111.1111

IIII
NI
MI

C. embtsce or other
...-.....atlfatismatual rumigai
Is_gly n. s ....1 - r--1 rd
kuluagaL virtu emmiris Nil
Eastld lle wait -- 1.111111111111111111

k' ed f _-, f -nce or o 1111111111111111111111111111

jj, of r ME
I. none _ IIIIIMIMI NILNM EMU 111111



9. Chores cad Responsibilities

alic urn cnure; A 0 0 Ck%I la res . ,,{hie for hore s.

lifirm.}3243,111.0.0.-
, INN 1111.1111111

antals milm

.

Oa

Ausat...Le slather
II taki

.

ch Idren
care o ur own thins_ ii-..

i , ht housewor arisuri IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIII
0. heav housewor MI 11111111 MIN MIN

aimllIlltillIllillIllIllIll
11111111111111111111111111111111111111.111111.

111111111111111N11111111111111111111111111.111101111

IIIIIIII
10111111111 .

. . in to store or other erra

_

cc
care o

,
s c .erson

tress se ,
IIIIIIIIIMII
MIN

INN MUM
NM ES1111111111111111111111

111111111111111

43.. se
he w th outs e wor MIN1111 ME MN= 111111111111111

. other 1111111111111111111.1aftli
aillIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ...,,none

10. SuperviLlonvf-ActIvities

4...

S.

5

C HO is all. o r --
.- er f 110 In iv

.

IIUMILAIIRMIOAPII

111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111111111101

111111111111111111.01110111111110,

1111111111111111111

' p ay only when iu t or
- c

2. b 1. 11: -1 1 a -r le
. b hi 1 n a

D. go around neighborhood by
L.: -.1

%4 k ' , L

F. travel to another tom by
I .u.. , -

111111111111111110111.111111111111.11

111111111111111111

,

,
. II ., a3 fl mono aptiniammiomml..

aniiiiiiinaria owe
1111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111

o

heef Lk,. '
left' teralhildren- not-yet-walking)

.....--A&L,-The,13-7ainfly uses:
A. 1. baby bed (crib)

3. high dollrs"'
--4,_:lefaitt. seat

5. carriage
6., potty chair.

7: %talker

*

.

.

2 4

0,-- 1. nfant tot let- seat
2. Infant toys
3. car bed
4. stroller

5. car seat
6. --harness

C,- .-The-bekiy4s -illnesses are cared forr
1. istetliately 3. -after-a few days..--
2. after- a few weeks 4. usually not at oil-

5

D. When the baby cries
1. immediately...
2. after half an hour..
1...

,..--

" is

-taNen car-c f;
3. after it5-
4, whenever isomebody feels flk it



E. The Imsby was fed by:
1. breast how. long? .11114 2. bottle how lone wk:

F. The baby was weaned to a cup at months.

G. Baby was startad'on solid foods at weeks.

H. The baby is fed:

1. whenever he is hungry.
2. sometimes when hungry and sometimes on schedule..
3. on schedule except whan very huw-ry.e......
4. only on schedule..

I. Toilet training began at...moot/4. J. Completed at months .

K. Table training began at......months. K. Completoui at...months.

12. Conditions within the Family

A. One or more family members have a long-term illness or a disability.1. yes, 2.
What?
Who?

a11141.11.111W01.101IM /i///00/0

11, One or more of the family members is retarded.
1. yas 2. nt

Who?

C. One or more family merAbers has a speech problem such as stuttering or
difficulty pronounciAg words.
1. yes 2. no
Who'?

Kind of problew

The following situations exist in the family:

Nature of the si uation
ulcoholism

E ostitution

Person or ._rs ns involved

IIMIETIMILMIL111
11111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111

111111-111111

1111111111111111111111
1 2

1. There is continual arguing or fighting:
1. between adults 3. be children
2. between adults onl children

J. Children miss school:
1. less than once a week
2. once or twice a week
3. most of the time



ear

K. Chil4renas illnesses are titm care of-

1. Immediately
2. after several weelgs.

3. after several days
4. usually not at all

13. income:

A. The main source of income for this family is from:

1. chief wage earner...
2. pension, social securitv, insurance.
3. relatives....
4. family store profits..
5. welfare.
6. rent....

7. family -fem..
8. other..

8. Additional sou:cls of inconu are from:

1. other wage earners in family...
2. welfare.e,
3 pension, social gecuritly0 insurance..

4. relatives...
5. child support..
6. rent...,
7. other... Yhat?

C. The tote/ family income per year is bout:

$2,1100
c $3,o00 14 GOO

6. above $4,000.....how much

1. 0 m
2. $1,000 $1,500,
3. $1.500
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APPENDIX F

A SAMPLING OF REQUESTS ION PARENT EDITZATIONI PROJECT MATERIALS

,

1



Day Care Association
Houston, Texas

Portland Metropolitan Steering

Committee-BOA (Inc.)

Portland, Oregon

Englewood Public Schools

Englewood, Colorado

The City of New York

Human Resources Administration

New York, N. Y.

Parent-Child Centers
Portland, Oregon

Tri-County War on Poverty, Inc.

La Junta, Colorado

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center

Los Angeles, California

0E0 - Parent-Child Centers

Washington, D. C.

Pre-school Child Parent

Education Project

Detroit, Michigan

Community Services Section

Oregov State Board of Control

Salem, Oregon

Los Angeles City School Districts

Los Angeles, California

Peter Maurin Neighborhood House

Oakland, California

Park Duvalle Neighborhood

Service Center
Louisville, Kentucky

Family Life Education
Minneapolis, Minnesota

University of California

Berkeley, California

New York University
Washington Square, N.Y.,

Child Development Programs

Chattenooga, Tennssseo

Washington School of Psychiatry

Study Clinic
Kensington, Maryland

Scholl District of Ypsilanti

Ypsilanti, Michigan

Day Care Center Progran

Oakland Council of Churches

Oakland, California

Union College
Character Research Project

Schenectady, New York

Northwest Georgia Economic

Opportunity Authority, Inc.

Lafayette, Georgia

Children's Hospital of the

District of Columbia
Washington, D. C,

Institute of Human Development

The f/lrida State University

Tallahassee* Florida

Boston University Medical Center

Boston, Massachusetts

Urban Laboratory in Education

Atlanta, Georgia

°tango City Scheel
Orange City, Florida

Psychological Clinic

State University of New York

at Buffalo
Buffalo, New `fork

Albert Einstein College of Medicine

Community Mental Health Center

Bronx, New York

Hampton Institute
Hampton, Virginia

University of Texas

Houston, Texas


